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IN BAD ASYLUM FIRE

THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE

Lodz-Peasa- nts

MADE

ica Imbroglio.
Washington, April

Trinidad, April 6. United States
Loralne. Ohio, April 6. There was
no disorder today lu connection with Senator Wm. A. Clark, of Montana,

6.

Commission- -

er Knapp of the Interstate Commerce
Commission said today that the com
mission will not be In any hurry about
rendering a decision in the Harrlman
case, the arguments In which were
The record Is
concluded yesterday.
very voluminous and the matters Ingreatest
importance.
volved are of the
The commission will therefore pro

while on a tour of Inspection of his
coal properties, twenty miles west of
Trinidad, yesterday, met with an ac
cident which has confined him to his
When
bed in his private car today.
crossing the river his carriage broke
through the Ice and upset, plunging
the senator Into the stream. He waj
rescued by other members of his
city.
party as he was being washed under
He was taken to a rancn
the Ice.
STK1KC1M OPPOSF, WOKK
five miles away, where he arrived
KKSUMlNti IN FACTOKIKS. with his clothing frozen.
The sen
Lodz, April 6. Ten workmen were ator has a severe cold as a result of
by
tno
lac the accident, but no serious results
.shot and killed
strikers in
tory district today, because they at- are anticipated.
He will resume his
The man- Journey to Los Angeles this afternoon
tempted to resume work.
agers of the factories have begun to by way of Gallup, N. SI., and Jerome,
men. but the strikers are Ariz.
bitterly opposing the resumption of
work.
AFTKR KESCCK, HAN HACK
AND PinUSIUCD
flamf.s.
PFASANTS Fit; I IT ItH.K'K
AND DltlYK TIIK.M A WAV.
South Windham, Conn., April 6
Stavropol, Kussia. April 6. Four One woman, Mrs. Laura Backus, an
peasant
were killed and three Insane patient, lost her life in a fire
wounded yesterday in a conflict be that destroyed tho Qrandvlew sanl
rween the villagers of Jalga and some tarlum here early today.
The other
rural policemen, who had arrested patients were taken from the build
a peasant. The police were forced to ing without harm, although there was
no time to clothe them.
abandon their prisoner and retire.
There were
sixteen patients In the sanitarium and
BALTIMOKK DRAWING TKADIC
several had to be removed by roree
1'JtO.U XKW VOIIK CITY Mrs. Backus had been taken from her
city
April
6.
room and left in a lower hall, and It
This
Haltimore. Md..
had the novel experience last week of is believed she rushed up stairs again
receiving a large number of orders for and was burned to death.
goods, which the Metropolis could not
lurnmh, but which Haltimore mer GAS KXPIiOSIOX TIIKOWS
chants could easily fill. The New PKKACHF.K THROUGH WINDOW
York market was almost exhausted
Columbus, Ohio, April 6. Rev. 3
and It wasn't possible for the dealers
to supply the goods without the aid J. Blackshear, who came here from
to take the
of Haltimore dealers. Baltimore deal Marshall, Texas, recently,
ers say this Is of frequent occurence, pulpit made vacant by the death of a
minister,
Rev. James
and they were not surprised at the noted colored
Ptndexter, was so badly Injured by
.even' But they are inclined to think an
explosion of natural gas in hi
pretty highly of Baltimore as a mar
ket. as they say Haltimore always room today that ho died later,
carries a. full slock of goods of all Blackshear was blown through a win
dow.
kinds in all stages of the market.

ceed deliberately.
When the decision
finally shall be reached It will be an-

Teddy Adds One More to the Select Prevaricators.

nounced to the public, but the Indi
cations are that t will be sometime
before any definite action will b
taken.
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Washington, April . An import
FOR
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THAN
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FROM ITS TOP
ant conference took place today at
GIVEN DY ONE MAN
the state department between Assistant Secretary
Bacon. Ambassador
Creel of Mexico, and Ministers Calve
Mejla
of Salvador and
REPORTED
of Costa lllco,
TO
Herrart of duatemalu. It Is believ
ed that the conference was for ths
purpose of canvassing the prospects
for reaching an agreement along the
e
Twenty-FivSo
Killed
and
Says
Minister
Were
Salvador's
Not
Is
Michael
lines suggested yesterday by PresiCarnegie's Gift of $6,000,000 Grand Duke
dent Cabrera of Guatemala, providing
for guarantees by the United States
at Washington. Though
More Than Twice That
Engaged to Princess Victo Pittsburg Institute Makes
for the faithful execution of the peace
pact In Central America. At the conMe
Injured.
Were
Number
Believes
Stated.
as
toria
Nearly J20.000.000.
clusion of the conference, it was stat
ed by one of the participants that
substantial progress is being made towards reaching an agreement that
VIVID DESCRIPTION OF
SUCH CONFEDERACY WILL
CZAR HAS NO THOUGHT
WHOLE DONATION TO GREAT
will Insure the mclntenance of peace
COME IN TEN j YEARS In Central America. No conclusion,
EXPERIENCE IN RIVER
ABDICATING ANY TIME
PITTSBURG IS $32,500,000
however, as yet has been reached.
DINNER OF T1IK
Washington. April 6. ..War between AXXVAIi
New tii leans, April 6. Reports toPittsburg, April 6. The gift of $6,- London. April 6. Major James E.
ItlHMINCillAM PKKKS CXl'll.
twenty-liv- e
more
according
Nicaragua,
and
day
killed
show
and
Honduras
April 8. The
Ala.,
nirmingham,
000,000 to the Carnegie institute, an- H. Martin, comptroller and treasurer
that twice that number seriously In- to Frederlco MeJIo. New Salvadorean
dinner of the Birmingham
nounced by Andrew Carnegie yester- of the household of Prince Christian, jured In yesterday's tornado, which minister to the United States, will annual
Press club last night Is generally proswept through Loulslunu, Mississippi likely be settled without embroiling nounced,
day, swells the amount given by him father of Princess Victoria of
as the best that the club ever
republics.
tho
half
American
Less
Central
Alabama
other
than
and
denial
toduy authorized
to the library, the institute and the
Special trains were run
celebrated.
highly
persons.
the
to
Mejla
Is
were
Senor
said:
white
engagement
"It
killed
of
or
report
the
119,620,000,
to
to bring guests to the city, and not
of the
technical school here
His experience In being caught by Interests of the republics of Salvador, only every literary man of the papers
and raises the total of his benefactions the princess to the. Oraiid Duke Mithe tornado in the middle of the Mis- Costa Kteo and Guatemala that peace of Birmingham city was present, but
lu greater PittKburg to $32, BOO, 000. chael of llu. ? a.
sissippi river, on a stertt-- hoel be brought about as so.in as possible nearly every city in Mie stale was rP- This Is said to be the largest sum ever
AlKlletion for Nlclioln.
No
packet. Is described by Louis Knopp, in order to avoid the chance that war resented by newspaper writers. The
given by one individual to any one
amRussian
Benckendorff.
Count
who was aboard the steamer IJetsle may be extended into their respective speeches were brilliant, some of them
community in all history.
bassador, also issued a statement Bay- Ann.
and the domains." To that end the repre
"The smokestack
so. The hospitality of
ing that there is "absolutely no truth stage plank were blown away," said sentatlves of these countries here will remarkably
the Birmingham people was beyond
abdicain the report of the czar's
began tossing do all they can. Meanwhile these praise.
Knopp,
the
boat
"and
tion being imminent."
The countries have found H expedient to
from side to side like a cradle.
wind was so terrific It was all I could mobilize troops on their respective I1UYCI0 fil FST OF TIIF.
CHICAGO COMMIOKCIAL CI. I II.
do to keep holding on to the rail. frontiers. The conservative people of
CUPID WOULD N9I
Chicago, 111., April 6. Ambassador
Tho pilot turned the bow of the Central America are tired of these
wars which have continued half a cen James Uryce is the guest of the comsteamer towards the bank and man tury.
He said the time has not yet mercial dub today.
Tonight there
aged to drive her nose Into the levee.
BE PUI ASIDE but by this time tho upper works come for the amalgamation of the will be u banquet at tho Auditorium
one
Into
countries
American
Central
largely
pus.
attended by
which will be
Tho
were barely able to stand."
confederacy either by force or con- every prominent man In the city an4
sengers were all safely landed.
vention, but he believes It will come many from other states.
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Had Lived In Albuquerque Remarkable Record of HomeApril . The survi- bers from near und far.
Park,
Shiloh
The occa- York produce exchange were not able
man named Bomero.
are
vors
Shiloh
of
the
battle
of
has been made a special one, and to finish their work until the middle
March 18 and 19 Said to have
gathered here toduy on the. 4 Dili an- sion
steader Who Now Makes
Since Infancy of Town.
Oornpers, president of the of this week. In consequence of this
been seen Ht the home of a colniversary of the great struggle. Un- Samuel
federation, Is present, and delay actual transactions will not beAmerican
family on the Hlghlnnds.
ored
'here,
are
men
ion
confederates
and
Proof.
Final
Funeral Tomorrow.
will deliver the address.
gin until April 15th.
March 20 Foster father saw
and
reminiscent,
companionable
and
her at the home of a colored
enjoying
with
thoroughly
themselves
family In the west end of town.
old comrades, exchanging memories,
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Is
dead i
Judge A. J. Crawford
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out
the
young
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who
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men
Living five years on a homeances, Shiloh National park is one TIRED. WAITING FOR DENVER & RIO GRANDE
Death came at 8:30 o'clock this
house.
stead and never leaving it for
of
the finest and most unique, conmorning at the home, 1102 West Ti
March 21 and 22 Whereover thirty minutes al any one
by the national government,
structed
to
police.
jeras avenue, where the deceased had
abouts unknown
time, is the record of Nacarlo
and contains only fifteen fewer graves
23
Police
locate
her
March
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(.'haves, who was one of a numbeen suffering with pneumonia for
than there are at Gettysburg, where
In the home of a colored family
ber to yesterday make final proof
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reached
their
the
secession
of
tlie last few days.
on West Lead avenue and return
on his claims
before United
high water mark. It contains 3.7U0
Mr. Crawford's death comes as
her to her home, where she
folates Court Commissioner Hor-aci- o
acres, all of which was fighting '
severe shock to the citizens of Al
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and
promised
foster
her
Incidentally, Mr.
TO DIE
Otero.
ground. It Is tho only park where
buquerque, since he was so widely
the officers to be good.
Chaves' homestead probably has
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and favorably known and because of
April 5 Married to Crecenslo
Improvements
of
more
than
that
also unique, in this, that it is
the fact that his Illness was of so
Romero.
f Itthe Isonly
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park where the entire ground
short a duration that very few of his
same
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proof
time.
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Omaha, Neb., April 6. Col. J. H.
Junc'.ion, Colo.. April
friends knew of his dangerous con
Chaves homestead Is located near
to the battle.
The locutions of the Pratt, one of the wealthiest cattlemen A tiiiiml
dition. Up until a few days ago he
suit was tiled this ufteriioon in the
Is
particularly
Chilill,
army
and
of the Tennessee
Martinez, the little Mexican tents of the
Maria
was enjoying his usual good health
good piece of ranch property. It
girl who disappeared from the home are all marked, so that It Is possible In the west, who was sued for divorce district court by James C, Wlgglng-toHe wan called to Silver City on
now has a good house, a barn, 4 of her foster parents about two weeks for nearly every man who served In by his young wife last week, will file
a well known resident of FrultH,
business mission o. Miort time since,
He for $ to, linn damages against the Denland
corrals anil considerable
ago, and who was not found until six that army to locate the exact spot counter suit, charging cruelty.
and It was while there that he con
owner,
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under cultivation.
company.
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time of her disappearance.
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man. who hears readily, assentpomp associated with the event. But dicating historical points and location San Antonio, Texas.
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State Department laboring to
Find Solution of Central Amer-

Workmen Oppose Kesumptlon of Ohio Gas Explosion Throws Negro
Preacher From Texas Through
are
Work at
Window Dead.
Killed by Police.

th strike of the employes of th
A
Amerlran Shipbuilding company.
large number of strikers today applied at the local plant of the United
states Steel corporation for employment. When it was learned, according to the statement of the appli
cants, that they were strikers from
the ship yards, they were refused
The strikers nre leaving the
work.

in

NO HURRY TO

l(fP

AnVll

ce Breaks in Kiver Near
Trinidad and Senator
Narrowly Escapes.

Employ-

ft rr,
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SUDDENLY

IN CASE
Divided Whether to Call Ham
ilton Only Delmas Will Ad
--

dress Court and Jury.
New York, April 6. The counsel
for Thaw differed today over the
question whether to call more wit
nesses for the defense upon the re
.sumption of the trial Monday. Home
of the Thaw lawyers favor calling no
more witnesses and urge that the
summing up be begun at once, while
others of his counsel declare that
more witnesses ought to testify.
Or. Hamilton was on the stand and
his examination was not completed
when the trial was Interrupted. The
question
before the counsel
shall be
whether his examination
continued, us it is believed he would
testify that Thaw was insane at the
lime of the shooting.
What his
opinion is of Thaw at the present
time is not important, in view of the
decision of the commission.
Delmas is busy today putting the
finishing touches to his summing up
speech, and it is said it will take
more than one day to deliver it.
lie
is the only one of Thaw's coiinst:
who will address the court and the
jury in the summing up.
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Concord,
6. A supplement bill in equity, called forth by
the recent announcement that the
properly of Mis. Mary linker ci. Kddy
had teen transferred to three trustees,
was filed In the Merrlmac
county
court, by the original complainants,
or "next, friends," in the suit for an
.irrnunting of Mrs. Kddy's property.
IOWA I NIM'.ILMTV STl DF.NTS
WILL UK TAUGHT 'HI SWIM.
low.i City, la., April 6. Students of
the low.i university are to be taught
to twlm this spring. This is a new
departure in physical training, and
was recommended by the director of
that department, K. A. Hule, formerly of Lies Moines, and was approved
by the executive committee of the
board of regents. A swimming float
will be located at a safe, convenient
spot in the Iowa river, near the athinvigorating
letic park.
Healthful.
ami possibly
instruction
given
will be
there to town students,
"
by a capable
boys and
life-savi-
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Will Photograph tUo llrculli.
Berlin, April 6. The science of the
(holography of the breath wan explained yesterday at the annual meeting of the Roentgen ray conference.
liiematographle
pictures
of the
breathing of sick and healthy persons were thrown upon a screen.
"I he
inventor of the method is Dr.
Kciilir of Wiesbaden. It Is expected
that Ihe discovery will play an Im-- I
tant part In the diagnosis of tuber-ii.:osand other respiratory disease.
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Heckscher. was well attended by the
younger set. (n Wednesday night SECRETS OF THE
Mrs. Charles Wall gave a small dance,
also nt the St. Regis, for hrr granddaughter. Miss Klsle builow, and her
young friends. Mrs. K. Henry Har-rlniRAILROAD TRUSTS
gave a small dnnce at her
home on Friday night, and at Sherry's
Mr. Ueorge T. Hrokaw gave a supper
anil an Informal dance. There were
a number of dancing class meetings The
Why of the
Recent
(hiring the week, but no elaborate
halls. On April 13, Mrs. Hentry CurPanic on Wall
tis Kmmet will give what will probably prove the last dance of the seaStreet.
son at the St. Hegls.
On Monday
night Frederick
Chllds. whose
Jt.
marrlnge
to Miss Constancy Lalnr
daughter of John I. FREIGHT SLOW AS BULLOCKS
Crimmlns,
Crlmmlns. occurred Wednesday, gave
his farewell bachelor dinner at

F.rmete Nnvelll's change of repertoire for the past week presented the
distinguished actor and his capable
supporting company In three serious
plays and four comedies. The list
AMUSING FEATURES Included
by Dumas,
the
"Kean."
elder, familiar to American playgoers
In the Charles Coghlan version
of
"The Koyal ltox;" a repetition of
In
play
"Papa Lebonnard." the
which
Dr. Clark. Eminent Teacher. he
opened his New York engagement,
and a repetition of Louis XI.
The
Is Toasted by 6.000
balance of the week was devoteu to
farce and comedy. The tlrst of these
was Henry J. Byron's old comedy
Pupils.
"Our Hoys," translated, of course. In
to Italian. The second was The Rape
of the Sablnes." which Is the Italian
SOCIETY AND THE STAGE name
of "A Night off," in which
James Lewis, Mrs. Hubert, and Henry
K. Dixey were the New York favorNovelll appeared as a barnSafford's Heart Infringed on His ites.
stormer, the role acted by lUxey.
play known In Italian by
The
third
Lungs New York's Spring
the inline of "My Wife Is Not Stylish." Is really a Spanish play by
Is Tardy.
Robert Bernard and Valabreque. The
fourth comedy was A Curious accident." by Carlo Gnldonl, the Italian
New York. April 6.
An interesting Moliere.
uinner was given at the Waldorf AsA new play
attracted most
toria last Monday night to Dr. George of the critics onwhich
Monday night, was
W. t'larke, who on that day celebratHartley
comedy,
J.
"A Mar
Manners'
ed his ninetieth birthday. The din-n- riage of Ileason."
in which Kyrle
was given to the famous school- Bellew nnd Fanny Ward
appeared In
master by some of his "boys," of the leading roles. The comedy
startwhom there are 6,00u, nil went to ed off well, but the last two acts prov-e- d
Kliool to him at the Mount Washingweak, and the concenton Collegiate Institution, the build- sus decidedly
of opinion spells failure for this
ing of which still stands at 40 Wash- dramatization
of Mrs. Arthur Ken-narington Square, where from 1S45 to
novel, "The Second Lady
HM) he trained the minds of many
other new attractions were
youths who afterward became fam- "The Ambitious
Mrs. Alcott." dealing
ous.
w ith life In .the diplomatic circles of
Among this number may be count- Washington; Ethel Barrymore's reed Roscoe Conkllng, who gave his vival of "His Excellency tho Goverteacher great trouble.
Dr. Clarke nor," and "The Lilac Room," a new
had Just begun to teach when Judge play with
Amelia Bingham ns the
Conkllng brought his son to school, star.
l;P to that time the young pedagogue
had determined that moral suasion
iK'adly Work
and not physical force wns the prop- had "Pneumonia's
seriously affected my right
er method in teaching the young Idea lung,"sowrites
Fannie Connor, of
tJ sprout. When young Conkllng be- Rural Route Mrs.
1, Georgetown, Tenn.,
came accustomed to his surroundings "that I coughed
continuously
night
h started In on a campaign for trou- and day
and the neighobrs' predic
ble, and found It.
His defiant de- tionconsumption
Inevitable,
meanor decided his teacher to aban- until my husband semed
home- a
don the moral suasion theory and bottle of Dr. King's brought
Discovery.
New
get out a stout cane. "He became which In my case proved to
be the
one of the best students," says Dr.
real cough cure and restorer of
t'larke, "as he was ever after one of only
sore lungs." When all other
in) warmest friends. He always said weak,
remedies utterly fail, you may still
that the sound thrashing I gave him win
In the battle against lung and
n.ade him a United States senator
throat troubles with New Discovery.
and, strange as It may seem, 1 had the
by all
real cure. Guaranteed
the honor as a member of the legis- druggists.
60c and 11.00. Trial botlature In 1ST3 of voting for him for tle free.
a second term in the highest legiso
lative body In the world."

NEW YORK'S MANY
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An unusually
interesting wedding
ceremony Is scheduled for tonight at
the annual barn dance In Sehuetzen
park, given by "The Haymakers."
As a novelty for this year's outing,
this unique organization determined
to have a public wedding. The directors announced some time since that
any couple who would consent to
fctaud up before a, crowd of strangers
and get married, and after the ceremony lead the march in the barn
dance. would
presented with
be
enough furniture to set up housekeeping and the full expenses of their
honeymoon trip.
It is said Hut eighteen young men
went privately to say they were will-lU- J
but the girl In each case was too
young women,
"bashful. Twenty-nin- e
declare the directors, also came
around to discuss the matter. They
announced they were willing and If
their happy lovers were not so dreadful shy they'd be glad to get married
that way without the usual expense
tti a wedding.
The situation began to look gloomy.
The directors tried to match up one
of the willing girls with one of the
willing men, but there was absolutely
nothing doing. Finally a couple came
forward and declared themselves willing to undergo the ordeal for the
offered. They gave
considerations
satisfactory
assurances
that they
meant business and would not back
out, but stipulated that their names
lie kept secret until the very moment
of the ceremony. A Justice of the
peace will perform the ceremony tonight, and the Haymakers are preparing to celebrate the ceremony in
a proper uud fitting manner.
An autopsy at the morgue the oth-

er day disclosed the largest human
heart In medical records. It was

found In the body of Halnbridge C.
Stafford, who died in the Tombs,
where he was lodged, charged with
perjury by Brice and company, distillers, of Baltimore, Md.. who alleged hypothecation of stock valued at
II. 0U0.
by
The autopsy was performed
I'rofessor John C. Larkln. of the College of Physicans
and Surgeons.
Stafford's heart was found to weigh
four pounds and two ounces. Twelve
to fourteen ounces Is the weight of
the normal heart. Almost every bit
of space, which should normally be
occupied by the lung. which was
shrivelled up, had been infringed on
by the heart, and the physicians declare that it is marvelous Stafford
lived as long as he did with his heart
In such a condition.
Yorker, Just returned from
London, hays King Edward has added'
menage
to bis
at Buckingham palace
an expert concocter of cocktails and
other seductive American drinks.
This imported inixi-- is a genuine artist in his line. sas the New Yorker
who. to use his own phrase has "sampled the goods." The king himself
does not dure to imbibe thene strenuous drinks to which he was llrst introduced on the occasion of his trip
to America long ugo. The pleasure
of this particular form of good cheer
can therefore be nothing but a memory to him. Tile innovation, says the
New Yorker, is merely to strengthen
the bonds of amity between America
and the mother country. The king
will leave nothing undone to cement
tile international friendship.
The quick transition from spring to
winter last Sunday spoiled a considerable number of week-end- s
and Easier week house parlies. At Rhine-becStaatsburg. Harrytown. and olh-- i
I
fashionable colonies along the
Hudson, elaborate entertainments had
been planned and guests invited. The
law, rainy day spoiled the outing and
drove guests who had expected to
stay at least half a week, back to the
steam heated theatres and restaurants
of New York. Tuxedo. which
hud
lapidly assumed its spring-- appearance, was thronged with fashionables
last Saturday, who motored out for
Easter Sunday. The sudden cold sent
mciHt of them scurrying back to town,
where they were uble to compare
notes Willi the returned guests from
the country estates in Nassau and
Suffolk counties,
and other points
where society Is wont to gather during the llrst few days of rprlng.
Society recovered with a rush from
the dull days of Holy Week.
On
Monday evening Mrs. August Hecks- liei's cotillion at the SI. Regis for
her daughter,
Miss
Antolnnelte

COMPANY
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Town of Urton Is Changed to
Kenna: Notaries Public
Appointed.
The following articles of Incorporation have been tiled In the oltlce of
Secretary J. W.
Territorial
at Santa Fe:
&
The Brantltold Manufacturing
company.
Principal
Construction
place of business at Roswell, Chaves
county. Territorial agent, O. A. Richardson, at Roswell.
Capital stock,
$60,000, divided Into 600 shares of
the par value of $100 each.
Object,
manufacture of brick and cement
rooting tile; alsj general contracting
Duration, tlfty years. Incorwork.
porators, Charles W. Jones, G. A.
Richardson, Charles II. Jones und
Howard M. Jones, all of Roswell.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Hager-maRay-nold-

s,

Special Correspondence.
New York, April 6. Some Interesting Information has Just come to light
regarding the affairs of the Hill railroads which shows better than anything else the real troubles under
lying the entire railroad situation In
the United States. As the condition
of the Northern Pacific, Great Northern and Burlington roads Is typical
of nearly all the railroad properties
oi the United States, especially those
west of the Mississippi river, the real
cuuse of the great shrinkage in railroad nnd Industrial values iu Wall
Mreet at last Is apparent.
Five years ago, James J. Hill nnd
others in control of the Northern Pa
cific, Great Northern and Burlington
management were confronted with the
problem of handling their transcon
tinental traffic. They saw the urgent
necessity of double tracking their
lines from St. Paul to Seattle.
It
then would have cost $(10,000,000 to
per
have done their work and to have
fected the system. Money rates were
easy, and a loan could have been negotiated without any trouble. Also
the roads had comfortable surpluses
of their own that could have been
used
for permanent Improvements
and betterments.
Instead
of following this wise
course. Mr. Hill and his associates did
exactly the thing that the manage
ments of other railroads were doing.
and which they continued to do until
a very few months ago. They deferred double-trackin- g
their system for
an Indefinite period nnd devoted their
entire energies to dressing up finances
They
for Wall street manipulation.
paid large dividends, made one move
after another for their oyn private
benefits, and advanced the stock on
the exchange to the highest possible
notch. They made their fortunes by
the manipulation but they crippled
the road.
As time went on. the need for double tracking the system became greater; traffic was congested nnd the
grew desperate.
situation rapidly
Then came the tightening of money
rates, the awakening of public distrust In railroad management and the
generally troublous times that have
fallen to the lot of the railroad world
during the past two years.
It no
longer wu possible to borrow money
on reasonable terms and then the
double tracking had to wait.
Today
The results are appalling.
It takes four months, or 120 days,
to move a carload of freight from
Duluth or St. Paul to Seattle, al
though the distance Is but 2, COO miles.
This is at the rate, approximately, of
twenty miles a day, which schedule
can bo maintained by a bullock team.
At points on the Cascade division.
Northern Pacific trains are moving no
better than threo miles a day, while
at other points on the system four
miles a day is about the average.
Freight Blocked.
Five thousand carloads of freight
today are blocked In transit because
the Hill roads are single tracked.
The average freight bill on each delayed car Is $800. and with 50.000
cars held up indefinitely. $40,000,000
in freight bills belonging to the Hill
roads Is tied up. This amount about
equals the combined
surpluses
of
these lines. To carry $40,000,000 In
bills receivable requires an enormous
working capital. Thus handicapped,
the Hill roads have to resort to every
possible expedient to secure ready
cash. The Interest that Is piled up
through the necessity of carrying this
$40,000,000 in freight charges Is enormous and eats heavily Into the pro-tit- s.
Notes of all sorts, and at various
fancy rates of interest, have been
turned over to the United States Steel
corporation to meet current bills, and
the United States Steel corporation
has been compelled, within the la-six months, to take like notes from
nearly every other railroad corporation in the United States. The railroads are willing to turn over any
kind of paper, on any sort of terms,
provided they be not called upon for
cash.
A rusuit is that the big surplus of
the United States Steel corporation
now Is made up almost entirely of
railroad notes, and the day Is coming
fast when the big steel trust will have
r,
to enter the money market as a
in order to meet Its ordinary
business needs. Then, when its own
condition becomes known, a further
earthquake will hit the securities
markets.
of course, these facts have been
known to a few leading bankers and
st

n:

Martin L. Moody, of Ellda, Roose
velt county; John C. Roberts, of
Mountain Park, Otero county; James
A. Taylor, of Tcxlco, Roosevelt county, Benjamin J. Viljoen, of Chamber-Ino- ,
Dona Ana county; Bias Sanchez,
of Roy, Mora county; Thomas W.
Youngblood,
of
Ellda, Roosevelt
county.
Name of Town Changed.
According to a special dispatch
from Washington the postollloe authorities have changed the name of
the town of I'rton, Chaves county,
and it will hereafter be known as
Kenna.
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Money Managers Crippled Roads
for Private Gain Situation
Tightening.
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A Wonderful Oil Stove
Entirely different
from all others. Embodies new ideas,

A New

new principles.

Easily

managed.

Reduces fuel expense. Ready for
business at moment

of lighting.
For
your summer cooking get a

NEW PERFECTION
Wide Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e
IU heat is highly conetntrattJ. Does not overheat the kitchen.
Oil always at maintained level.
Threo sizes. Fully warranted.
It not at .your dealcr'e, vrito cur nearest agency for descriptive
circular.

M&gb Lamp

is ue peat
lame lor all
round hmnwhold nse. MA
Pt brass throughout and beautifully mettled,
perfectly constructid; absolutely
unexcelled ia
g
power; an ornament to anv room.
Every lamp warranted. Jf not at your iisaler'a,
WiHe to our nearest agency.
CCTIr.TAL OIL COMPANY
light-givin-
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financiers for months; hence their action In unloading stocks.
Hut the
facts have been kept scrupulously
from the public ns long as possible,
while the railroad men nnd financiers
havo been hoping ngalnst hope that
something would happen to relieve
the trouble.
Now they are fire to face with the
results of their own mismanagement.
With federal and state administrations, ns well ns the public, carefully
scrutinizing every step of railroad
management, these frenzied railroaders nnd financiers are bound to feel
the dire consequences of their past
manipulations.
Hock t inier Manhattan.
An elaborate exhibit, showing tho
character and formation of tho great
bed of rock known as Manhattan Island, Is being prepared at the Museum of Natural History under the
supervision of lr. E. O. Hovey, who
is in charge of the geological department. Hy means of boring taken
from deep excavations, specimens already obtained show the formation of
the island at a depth of 360 feet, and,
within a short time, twice this depth
will be shown.
Specimens obtained, so far, from a
depth of 350 feet, have been secured
fiom sections of the Island lying between Liberty street on the south and
Seventyfourth street on the north.
While specimens from a depth of
from 60 to 100 feet were obtained
readily from excavations
for big
buildings. It whs impossible for a
leng time to find out the rock for
mation at a greater depth. The invention of the plunger type of elevator removed the difficulty.
Klevators of this type now arc being used generally In the new skyscrapers. The car Is raised by a huge
ream, usually ten Inches or a foot In
diameter.
When the car Is at the
bottom of Its shaft the raising beam
Is sheathed in a straight bore which
goes down Into the earth nt a distance equal to the height of the
building. if the car has to travel
300 feet from tho basement to the
top floor, then the raising beam must
run 300 feet Into the earth below the
building, and ten feet more to permit the working of the machinery
that raises the beam.
Specimens from a depth of 350 feet
were obtained llrst from under the
ground on which the big Anson in
apartment hotel was built, but specl-menfrom a depth of 6,ri0 feet will
be obtained in a short time from
beneath the site of the big Singer
building, which is being constructed
in lower Broadway. The borings for
these plunger elevators are made
with a hollow drill and the core comes
out In solid, cylindrical pieces of rock
ten to fifteen feet long.
All of the speclments so far obtained from the lower strata under
Manhattan Island are of the class of
rock known as "mica shista." This
Indicates to geologists that this section of the United States in the past
ages went through its period of earthquake and volcanic disturbances and
that any further trouble of this sort,
like that which visited San Francisco
a year ago. Is most unlikely.
Frances Tavern Overhauled.
The overhauling of that historic
building known as Fraunces' Tavern
Is nearly complete and, on May 1, the
structure will be opened by the Sons
of the Revolution as the headquarters
of the society and as a public museum of historic antiquities.
This famous old building, at the
corner of Broad and Pearl streets,
Is in many respects more interesting
than any other structure In old
It was there in the "Long
Hoom" that Washington bade farewell to his generals at the close of
the revolutionary war, and it was
there during the colonial nnd revog
lutionary days that countless
meetings und social functions
were held. s
On two occasions the building near-- J
ly was destroyed by tire, after which
It passed through
various vicissitudes and was, for a time, a
Haines Uw hotel. Finally about a
year ago It came into the hands of
the Sons of the Revolution, who employed architects and builders to re
store the building to the same form
in which It was known in its earliest
historic days.
The tavern, when reopened May 1,
will look a.s nearly like it did when
first constructed two centuries ago
as it Is possible for architects and
antiquarians to make It. All of the
oid oak beams In the house have been
preserved, Including the oak floor of
the room in which Washington made
his farewell address. Holland brick
and pieces of lumber of the original
building, as far as possible, have been
left in their places.
Its new owners uelleve that If any
one of our former citizens of the
year 17S3 should pass tho structure
now he would notice no change.
1 jicmlc
of Oysters.
Among tho recent additions to the
tanks at the Aquarium are a large
number of little snail-lik- e
shellfish.
which visitors are often amazed to
learn constitute one of the American
oyster's greatest enemies.
Kvery child who has ever visited
the seashore In the summer time has"
collected hundreds
of the pretty
brownish or ashy undulated shells.
as
Innocent
the drill looks, for that
In the name it has earned for itself,
it Is one of the most injurious sea
enemies of the oyster. So Important
is it In the destructive class that It
has come under the consideration of
the government authorities, who are
planning to take steps to prevent the
extermination
of America's famous
bivalve.
The oyster has three great enemies.
First comes man. who seeks only the
I'ullgrowu bivalve. It is his aim to
protect and nourish the young oysters
until they grow to an edible size.
The two other enemies are the drill
They are not so
and tile starllsh.
wraps
discriminating.
The starfish
itself about an oyster with its five
aims and eventually pulls It apart
ami devours It.
The drill has a peculiar method of
its own.
It selects a young oyster
ami crawls upon the oyster's upper
shell. Then it begins to drill. In a
remarkably short time It has bored a
(lean, round hide through the lime
roof of the bivalve. The oyster is absolutely helpless and can do nothing
to protect itself.
After the drill has bored its way
iato the vitals of the oyster It feeds,
t. pou the choicest parts
and then
steks another victim. The boring is
many
of
accomplished by means
sharp, hard teeth that cover Its
tongue. There are thousands of drills
at every point on the Atlantic coast
f nin .Maine to Florida.
'
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Must Co.

has been
An energetic campaign
Inaugurated against the defacement
of the city by the wholesale placing
of unsightly advertising signs on its
deail walls and building tops.
The need of this movement is acute,
owing to the rapidity with which this
nuisance has grown dining recent
months. Many buildings, which a
ago were content to show one
story of billboard signs on their tops,
now are double decked with these
signs, and it Is safe to say that there
Is not an available dea.l wall in the
city of New York that is not "decorated" In the same manner.
I'nder the Initiative of the Metropolitan Ait society a general crusade
has been begun and legislation is
light to restrict this class of advertising through taxation. This method
of dealing with the problem has proven successful In other places ami it Is
believed thai II will prove effective
here where today there is absolutely
no restriction on the size or number
which
n
billboard advertisements
may be put at the top of any buildfew-year-

ing.
So long ,is the sign Is fireproof It
passes the tire department, no mat-

ter how
may
In--

large, lurid or Inartistic It
In fu t, there Is nothing to

svrrmvw. aprii,

imt.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BATH

rEHSOXAJL PROPERTY

WANTED.

I,OANS.

At once, one norl order
Apply to P. W. Yunker.

MONEY to LOAN

Salesman and collector.
tlood proposition for right man.
IIS'4 South Second street.
WANTKD
A girl for general house
work, small family. Miss Arnold,
i 2 4 W est Copper avenue.
WANTKD
More work tor tt first- class hand laundry. Iace curtains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed
4"8 West TIJerns nvenue. (Colored.)
Itatli
Soups,
Nail
stylish
WANTED
Ladles wanting
Brushes, Manicure
ScKsors,
millinery and dressmaking, cnll on
Corn Plasters,
Corn I'ihss,
Mlso Crane, f12
North Second
street. Prices low.
Also appren
Shampoo Creams, Hulr Tonlos,
tlces wanted.
'Phone 944.
Talcum Powders. Toilet Water
WANTKD
Uentteman-- a
second
Etc, Etc.
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. II. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
SALESMEN WANTED.
A
WANTKD
high class specialty
salesman of experience for New
Mexico, who can command at least
$3,000 per year above expenses
Permanent position to right man.
J. A. Kldwell, Mgr.
Sales Dept
Cleveland. Ohio.
Karge wholesale house
WANTKD
paying Its salesman $1500 per year
and espenses to sell staple line to
general trade desires two more men
to commence work at once. If pos
stble. Address Sawyer, Leslie &
Co., j.ietrolt, Mich.
WANTKD
Capable salesman to cov
Occidental IJfc Itullding. Cor.
er New Mexico with staple line,
high commission with 1100 monthly
Railroad Ave. a nil Broadway.
advance. Permanent position to
rigni man. Jess H. Smith Co., De
troit, Michigan.
prevent the owner of a building from
FOR RENT.
covering the outside of his structure,
as well as the roof, with matter of FuR RKNT Furnished rooms and
tents. 413 South Broadway.
this description. The result Is apparent to everybody who walks Broad- FUR RKNT Pleasant,
way from Twenty-thir- d
ed rooms, near business center:
to lorty-sec-on- d
rates reasonable.
street any day.
Corner Sixth
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
"Salome ' Again.
Although the owners of the Metrol Oll S.M.E1.
politan opera house compelled Director Conreid to abandon the pro- FOR SAKK Tent house, furnished.
14xlfi, 11 Oil Kast Railroad avenue.
duction of "Salome" during tho recent Reason, the opera will be pro- FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
duced in tills city and elsewhere In
'fresh soonl See George K. Neher.
tho fall for four weeks preparatory
to the opening of the Metropolitan FUR SALK Party will sacrilice type
writer, good as new.
Addre3
season In November.
Typewriter, care Citizen ofliee.
During this period, twenty productions of the opera are planned by Mr. FUR SALK A 14x16 tent house:
cheap.
Inquire 724 Kast drain!
Conreid. ten In New York and ten In
avenue.
other cities including Philadelphia,
Boston
and probably Washington, FUR SALK Thoroughbred
Jersey
Baltimore nnd Chicago. For this
bull, coming four. Address or in"Salome" season nn especially large
quire of J. C. Bemenderfer, 6 miles
orchestra is being engaged nnd a comsouth of Albuquerque.
pany is selected out of the regular FUR
SALK At the "Variety"
you
Metropolitan company. The cast is
will find fine home made bread, 6c
arranged so there will be two acts
a
loaf;
doughnuts,
pies
baked
of principles.
beans, Boup and other good things
If Mr. Conreid cannot use the
strictly home made.
Phono 710.
Metropolitan opera house for his ten
Mrs. Downs. 506 South Arno St.
local performances, he will utilize one
SALK The Claude Ulrard
of the largest of the regular theatres, Fur
property on Mountain road, first
which is at his disposal.
house wert of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
COBBLER INVENTS NEW FUEL
FINANCE.
EE MONEY MAP OF NEVADA
I'll
T
Kvery Investor In Nevada mines
should have our Money Map. Those
who are not investors should get It
and learn of the Land Where Fortunes Are Hot in the Making In mines
that are tangles in the trail of wealth.
Our maps are complied from government surveys
official
away
while
his data, supplementedandby other
the work of
own engineers. It gives the exact
last. john kllmork perF- our
location and production of ever camp,
ECTS IDEA til VEX TO HIM BY and
shows all the railroads, Including
FATHER.
those under construction,
surveyed
or proposed.
Journal of Finance.
Special Correspondence.
Compiled by the authorities on fAitoona, Pa., April 6. John Kll- - inance
America, and issued in the
in
more. a cobbler, expects to revolu interests of
our clients. All the news
tionize all the lnilnstrl..u ih-.- i
gathered by wire on date of publicapend upon coal for fuel.
(Jives you the news of Ooldtleld
...... tion.
a r.H.itv,
He lm
five days ahead of the newspapers.
pound, which looks like a coarse red- - Hives
the situation of the big financial
uisii nami.
r our tons or ashes, one centers
of the newspapers.
ton of coal and several nonrwlu r ih Brokers ahead
all over the country wait to
chemical compound
will
produce learn Its market views. All investors
more heat than ten tons ftf coal, pro- - should read It and know the truth.
Write today for a Free Copy.
TI10 R. Ij. Hern lor Company.
:iO Security Hlilg., Chicago.

Furniture,
Pianos, Organa,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARB-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, aa low aa tl
and as high as $200.
Loans ara
quickly made and strictly
privata.
Time: One month to one year given.
Ooods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from
of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bide.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

WAXTKb

SUPPLIES

cook.

Socorro,

N. M.

On

WA.NTKH

and

Toilet Accessories

alt-part-s

Let us Supply You

The HIGHLAND

MONEY

TO

LOAN

We have about $3,000 to loan la
stuns o $1,00 or less on real estate
seen, it j u 8 percent.
u

PHARMACY

POR TERFIELD CO.
218 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

well-furni-

pi:;;!;

at

Doing Business) Again.
"When my friends thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
account of indigestion, nervousness
and general debility," writes A. A.
hisholm, Treadwell, N. Y., and when
It looked as If there was no hope
left, I was persuaded to try Electric
Litters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing me. I am now doing business again as of old, and am still
gaining daily." 3est tonic medicine
on earth. Guaranteed by all druggists. 50c.
o

PROPOSALS FOR TWO A1X)BK
BUILDINGS. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, March 19. 1907.
SEALED PROPOSALS, plainly marked on the outside of the envelope,
"Proposals for Day School Buildings,
Santa Fe, New Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian
Washington, D. C, will be received at the Indian Oiflce until two
o'clock p. m. of April 18, 1907, for
furnishing and delivering the necessary materials and labor required to
construct and complete a day school
building and employes' quarters both
of adobe at the San Ildefonso day
school. New Mexico, in strict accordance with plans, specifications and
instructions to bidders which may be
examined at this ofllce, the offices of
"The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M.,
and the "New Mexican," Santa Fe,
N. M.; the Builders' and Traders' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., St. Paul,
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; Northwestern Manufacturers' Association,
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian
Warehouses at Chicago, 111., St. Louis,
Mo., Omaha. Neb., and New Y'ork, N.
Y.; and with Clinton
J. Crandall,
Supt., Indian School, Santa Fe. N. M-to whom application should be made
C. F.
for further information.
Acting Commissioner.
Af-farl- s,
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JOHN I'.M.MORK,
Snapshot of Hit' Cobbler-at Work nt bis

disagree with you?
Probably it does!
Then try Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cofis
a clever combination of parchfee"
ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
real coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop'a
Hciilth Coffee, yet its flavor and taste
n ntches closely old Java and Mocha
ofTec.
If your stomach, heart, or
k'dneys can't stand coffee drinking,
tiy Health Coffee. It is wholesome,
nourishing end satisfying.
It's nice
for the youngest child. Sold by
evi
C. X. Brhmhum.
Docs coffee

1

mentor

"

duciug no smoke, and the ashes can
be used over again, until reduced to
ilinler. Tests indicate that the discovery is one of the must remarkable
of the age.
The compound Is easily soluble 111
water, and when thrown upon ushes
In a furnace a glowing mass is formed, with apparently the consistency
of Jelly, but producing an intense
heat.
Klliiioie Is ,".7 ears old, and evolvvJ?vVm u "reu,a ad thould know
ed the idea uf the new fuel while
pegging away in his cobbler shop,
here he has been making from 1 1 'J
M uH con
to $1- -' a week.
writ. 11
"1 worked on this thing fur years,"
said Mr.
"The Idea was
vonr drulst ffnr lt.
utpiv iua
suggested to me by my father years IfM L Hc&jiiioi
V K L.
c ut no
ago, and during all these years
have oiiiw, tut
tentl Lamp fwr
been adding detail by detail. I am
flill lMaXUrU atr ftlktl ll Ifpi' I lot in- not a chemist, of course.
liliiii'lf to Uilu. M 4 It KL. 4 O.
"Yes, 1 am watching and guarding
my Invention su that no one can steal
I have no money myIt from me.
MEN AND WOMEN.
self to start the manufacture of the
Cm Bic tu for odd torsi
fuel, but certain men f money are
dtKfargM,IAflavaiUtlluB,
IKIk:
or Uriui4i
I have fully
liuii
tmifttum
looking Into the matter
of k ucum lucmbr aQ4M.
protected lllself."
an ft mnt trm.
aVw CwbktlM. PunlMi
JHtEuwtCntMlCAlCd. gmt or poiMJtouft.
Inventors and scientists have come
to see Kllmore about the invention,
or
V.
A. u
1. kifvi. vrftppor.
hut the modest cobbler still remains
prop id, fur
Ir W. lor,
in his shop at work with his awl and
or bottle $2. 74.
hammer.
11

Every Woman

We Want
MACHINIST
CARPENTERS,

1

2
:i

HELL-BOY-

HOOKS,
STONE MASONS,

2

IRON MOLDER,
HOUSE OIRLS,
Wc furnish clerical help a
siKfiiilly, free to tho employer
Bookkeepers,
Stenographers,
typewriters, Clerks, etc.
SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,
Thone. S07. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
1

5

LAWVERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEYAT T.Am
N. W., Washington, D. C.
land

patents,

letter patents,
It. vv
ATTORNEY

que,

n.
Pensions,
copyrights,
caveats,
trade marks, claims.

r

at" t aw
- " , "ah
muuifuer
Office.
First

N. M.

National

ijtiiin uuiiaing.

K. W. Dobson.
.
ATTORNFV
t ttt umc,
ittur.
Cromwell block. Albuquerque.
N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
..
Rooms 2 nni 9 tj- over O'RIelly's drug store. Phone
m. appointments made by mall.
Kdmiiml .T. Ainw i T c
'
No. 30S Rallrnnri ovan,,.'
u
V7U.1CV
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. cm.; l:Jft
o
rn.
" lu P.
iuotn phones. Appointments made by mall.

at

W. M."

Homeopathic

RIIFltinTv u".

1.
AT.

Physician and Surgeon.

.......,.0.1

ie

886.

uunaing.

Tele-pho-

Albuquerque, N. M.
R. I,. If ITKT
tli.
Office,
ti. T. Aruiljo BWg.
Tuberculosis . innisj null X1IKO
m.w
..
Freauencv
- ,
Flectricoi
.
ang
vuociii
k.
Uermlclde.
Treatments Dlnn
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
urse in attendance. Both phones.
DBS. IlltOXSOX & JIRONSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's , .rirnir sin..
iu...
II Ul IC
.!!
"""g nu resiaence. 628.
Dit. .f v u111v1.11
t.
.'. . ..
When vollr n ti ,11 ' li mi c nieiv
villi
need a good veterinary surgeon.
upthe old reliable. Phone No. 542.Call
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 31.
Colo.. Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Rlaca
or White hearse, Si.
ARCHITECTS"
P. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar-ne- tt
7
building, Albuquerque. N. M.
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
6-- 8,

--

.

--

1'.

.
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Tlios. K. D. Maddlsoti.
Office with W. B. Childera,

West Gold avenue.
HAIR DRESSER AXD

117

Mrs. Bambini, at her par lord, Ne.
209 West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,

bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment atn manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tlon of complexion cream builds up
the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restored
life to dead hair;
removes mole.-.warts and superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage.
,

(

Cough Keimtlv
Nature.
Medicines that aid nature are always most effectual.
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts 011 this plan. It
allays the cough, relieves the lunRs,
aids expectoratiiin, opens the secretions, and aids nature in
the
system to a healthy condition. Thousands have testified to its superior
excellence. For sale by all druggists.
hanilM-rlai-

s

v ?

Amm.

1

-
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.

CHIROPO-DIST-

Reduced
Railway Rates
To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore Tic Tel
Offlee, 113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket Brokers' Association In Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspjtiuence
solicited.

KATlTinAY. APHlli 6.

'ALBUQUERQUE
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EVENING
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RUSSIA IS VAST GREGORY

STAR LAWYER

FOUND NOT

OF

BABEL

H.ACKACHEn

Tie cent investigations by American
light
ethnologists throw a flood of moveupon the present revolutionary
ment In Kussla, showing an has never
been done before the tremendous racial problems involved In the Titanic
"trugrgle toward nationalization. Ilus-cl- a
as a nation in the full meaning of
the word, simply does not exist, save,
as an Idealistic dream of enthusiastic
anthropologists
reformers. Instead.
find within the domains of the Czar a
conglomaratlon
tongues,
a
babel of
races, divided Into
of antagonistic
a homogeneous whole, to nationalize
them Is a task that has confronted
no other country on such a great and
complex scale since the days of the
Homan empire. That Russia will repeat, after the present outbreak
necesreaches Its adjustment In the
sary political reforms, the sorry tale
of Internecine strife of the Austrian
empire seems a foregone conclusion
among the more forslghted of political students.
James Mooney, one of the fore- innat nt American anthropologists, an
originator of movement for revival of
re.i-err.aelic. and connected wun me
Hureau of Knthnology, recently
compiled for his own use a table of
the races and languages of Kurope.
which has been printed for private
circulation. It shows Russia to be a
veritable museum of anthropology,
Into which the
of the great families
Arian,
human race Is divided, theDaghes-tanl,
West Caucasian,
Kwartvellan, and Seemtlc have
representation within, the geographiseven
cal limits of Russia. There are family
.iirrprent vrouns of the Arian
of
eight
divisions
In Russia. There
he dominating Slavonic group. Of
these, the great Russians, Little Russians, White Russians, Ruthenians,
Mprvinm.
nd Bulgarians are mem
bers of the Greek church and use thealphabet,
the Cyrllllcc charRussian
ncters modified from the Greek. The
Poles and Czechs are Roman Cath
olics and their language Is written
In the Roman characters, the same as
Western Europe.
Tlio Ijettlo (iroiip.
Thp T.lttic eoruD Is composed of
and
Shamailes,
the Lithuanians,
l.etts. They are Roman Catholics
alphabet.
iiimI usa the Roman
Germans,
High
Swedes, and Norwegians, using their
native alphabets and languages, and
divided Into various religious sects,
compose the Teutonic group In Rus
sia. The Romanic group is repre
sented bv about a million Roumanl
ans who are members of the Greek
Church, but use the Roman characters. The Greeks represent the Hel
lenic group.
In Iranic group are the Ossettes,
Tates, Talashes, Kurds, Persians, and
Tzlganies. The Ossettes are pagans
and have no written language. The
Tates are-- Sunnite Mohammedians,
characters, as
using the Perso-Arabl- c
do the Kalaches and Kurds. The
Persians are Shllte Mohammedans
with remnants of the followers of
Zoroaster. The Gypsies In secre
practice the tenets of Zoroaster.
The Armenians constitute the Zen
die group. They are members of the
Armenian churches and use the Ar
menian alphabet.
Group.
The Turko-Tnrtgroup one
In the Turko-TartHurls Greek, Perso-Arabland Nes
torian alphabets used, and among the
group
Buddhists,
are
members of the
Mohammedans, and Greek Catholics
The Kalmucks, of the Mongollc group
are Buddlsts and use the Nestorlan
characters.
The Finnic group has eighteen di
visions.
The Finns themselves are
Lutherans,
and use the Swedish
Many of the other mem
characters.
hers of this group are Shamanists
with no literature, but there are also
a number of Moslems and Greek
Catholics in the division.
The remaining
Russian families
.ire divided into five groups, thirteen
being
Moslems using the
of the tribes
Arabic characters, and the other
tisbes belonging to the Greek church
and using the Armenian alphabet.
the Semitic
The Jews representing
family are orthodox Hebrews and
speak Yiddish, a middle high German
dialect written with Hebrew characters.
This Is the raw material of hostile
racial ideals and antagonistic aspirations and religions out of which Russia must create a nation.
al

Ural-Altai-

c,

Platt-Deautsc- h,

ar

ar

c,

Inside In Prosecution.

Welcomes Verdict.
Grenorv Page Is today a free
man. The charge of murder In
the pecojid degrele twtift Ikfted
from his shoulders late Friday
afternoon, when the jury that
had heard his trial returned a
verdict of not guilty.
As stated in this puper yesterday, the Jury went Into secret
session with the case In hand
promptly at noon. The verdict
was returned Ave hours later.
Page's hearing began with the
morning session of court on
Tuesday of this week. Three
lavs were taken up with the
during
hearing of evidence,
which time ten or twelve wit- - tt
nesses were on the stand. on
Thursday afternoon, at the
Inurnment of court, ull of
evidence having been heard on
both sides, the case was renter!
and the argument of attorneys
was begun Friday morning. This
occupied the earlier hours of the
session, and at 11 o'clock Friday morning the Jury was Instructed by the court and retired
to find a verdict. The first ballot was 10 to 2 for acquittal.
Of all of the witnesses examined, the testimony of Mrs. Page,
wife of the accused, was of the
most importance and no doubt
carried a great deal of weight
with the Jury. In her testimony
nhe repeated to the court the
words by which Walter Jones had
Insulted her, and which, when
repeated to her husband, caused
him to assault the man who
died seven days later and whose
death was the cause of Page's In
dictment. The woman's testimony
was given In full in these columns on Friday.
The jury that had the case was
composed of ten natives nnd two
Americans, the latter being a Mr.
obermeyer, a saloonlst of this
cltv, and Wm. Gleasner, a tailor;
also of this city. Attorney K. W.
Dobson and H. B. Fergusson
had the case In charge; the former for the defense and the latter for the territory-PagGreets Jurors.
a
The court room presented
dramatic scene during the
elapsed
between
that
the time It was announced to the
court that the Jury had reached
a verdict and the reading of the
innocent looking little note that
was brought to the court room
The attorneys on both sides lenn- 4' ed against the railing In front of
S7 the
Jurv box and the defendant
rested in a chair, with his nannson a table. The twelve men walkeil in. the foreman leading,
"We find the defendant not
read the
euiltv as charged,"
clerk.
"Is this your verdict?" queried
Judge Abbott.
"It Is, your honor," was the
answer.
On being discharged, the jurymen had not left the Jury box
when Gregory Page, the acquitted man was among them. He
shook every hand.
The verdict of acquittal was
not a surprise to those who had
followed the case from Its inception. Some thought that possi- bly it might be a hung Jury, but
the defendant's friends were san- iruine of the verdict which came

Washington. April D. Frank P..
Kellogg, special counsel for the government in the Standard Oil case,
and acting In a like capacity In the
proceedings of the Interstate comn
merce commission against the
lines, Is comparatively young
man. Kellogg made a fortune and
a reputation
before he associated
himself with the government In the
corporations. He
against
crusade
was the representative In the Northwest of the steel trust. Then he was
trusts. Now
fighting for the
he Is arrayed against them.
The government authorities showed
a good deal of shrewedness In enlisting the services of Mr. Kellogg In
their attack upon the paper trust.
the Standard Oil octopus and that
huge combination of railroads at the
head of which stands F.. II. Harrl
man. of New York. Kellogg Is an In
He knows a good deal
side man.
about railroads, how they are fin
anced, and ho wthey are conducted
generation.
In this age and
This
knowledge has enabled him to so
handle the Harriman Inquiry as to
elicit facts whose existence would
never be known to the ordinary law
yer.
Kellogg has made his headquart
ers In St. I'aul ever since he has been
In the practice.
He knows more or
less about the merger of the Hil!
roads, and Is probably fully advised
of the manner In which the two
roads may be operated by a holding
concern without the public knowing
anything about it. Kellogg won the
paper cases for the government. The
Standard Oil Company has been Indicted thousands of times as a result
of the efforts of Kellogg and men as
soclated with him.
It will be soon decided by the In
Commission
terstate
Commerce
whether or not the Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific are competing roads
within the meaning of the law. If
the Information collected by the com
mission during the course of Its In
vestigatlon is forwarded to the at
torney general, and that oiTlcial de
cldes that the Harriman consolidation
Is operating in restraint of trade, a
suit will be brought under the tiro
act.
visions of the Sherman anti-truKellogg will be placed In charge of
It. Just at this time he is the "star"
lawyer for the government.
Mr. Kellogg Is a modest man and
Is not inclined to talk about his work
for the government. "It would be
improper for me to talk about the
probable outcome of the Harriman
"The revelations
case." he said.
speak for themselves. The proceed
lngs of the commission have been
very interesting." That is all Mr
Kellogg could be Induced to say on
the subject. He only smiled when
asked If he thought the Harriman
systems would be prosecuted as a
combination in restraint of trade.
Associated with Mr. Kellogg in
the Harriman Inquiry Is C. A. Sev
erance of St. Paul. He, too, is a good
lawyer. Severance has devoted him
self largely to the traffic phase of the
Investigation, while Mr. Kellogg has
paid special attention to the "high
finance" of Harriman, Schtff and
others who are mixed up In the case.

t

Gentle and Effective.
well known Manitoba editor
writes: "As an Inside worker I find
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Tablets Invaluable for the touches of
biliousness natural to sedentary life,
their action being gentle and effective,
clearing the digestive tract and the
Price, 25 cents. Samples
head."
free. All druggists.
A

The Baldwin Refrigerators at
Nothing better made.
trelle's.
isfaction guaranteed.
o

For catarrh, let me send
Just to prove merit, a trial

you free.
size box
of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It is
a snow white, creamy, healing anti-

septic balm that gives Instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat
Make the free test and see. Address
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Large Jars
GO cents.
Sold by all druggists.
o

"You have made one serious mis
take in your book," said the pubNOTKi: IX)U I'l'MilC'ATIOX.
lisher. "The tlrst chapter should be
the last."
Department of the Interior, Iand
"No, that's no error," declared the
office at Santa Fe, X. M., March 26, author.
"I placed the last chapter
1907.
first bo the women would be sure to
Notice is hereby given that George read the book."
Klrochlma, of Iaguna, X. M., has
liled notice of his Intention to make
Whooping Cough.
proof In support of his
final five-yeCough
I have used Chamberlain's
Homestead entry No. Remedy
claim, viz.:
in my family in cases of
C843. made September 12, 1902, for whooping cough, and want to tell you
the N i NW
SV hi NV hi and that it is the best medicine I have
NV Vi SW U, section 18, township ever
used. W. F. Gaston, Posco, Ga.
7 X, range 4
V. and that said proof This remedy is safe and sure.
For
will be made before Silvestre Mira- sale by all druggists.
bel. V. S. Court Commissioner at San
llafael, N. M., on May 6, 1907.
Car Load of up to date furniture
He names the following witnesses due to arrive this week at Futrelle's.
prove
to
his continuous
residence
o
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Rillous? Feel heavy after dinner?
viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero, Tongue coated?
Hitter taste? ComJuan Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of La plexion sallow? Liver needs waking
cuna, X. M.
up. Doan's Regulets cure bilious atMAXl'KI. It. OTERO,
tacks. 25 cents at any drug store.
Register.
"It is claimed," said the commis
Sunn body has discovered that th sioner, examining the prisoner as to
railroads do 96 per cent of their busl his sanity, "that you are not compeiitsji on credit. Surely this must be tent to advise your counsel."
an error. The railroads don't pay
"I hope that Is true," replied the
out 9b per r ent of all the money they prisoner.
"I'm giving up every cent
1 have for him to advise me."
handle.
ar

..
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Every mother feels

OO., Atlanta, Ga.

.WINE

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Style of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

letter tfncrlbint til
njw will wnd you

in Advlct.ln Main aealed envelop.
AJdren: Ladles Advlwry Department,
1

heOtattanooga Medklne Go..Chtta-nootJ 13
Tenn.

a.

Try it.
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EVENING

WINDS BLOW THROUGH MYSTIC

The Alice shaft, of Culver & Downs, seems to reverse itself ana it diows
Is approaching the water level very outward from the crevice. This con
fast, says the Orogrande Times. The tinues until about 4 o'clock In the afopening Is down to a depth or zzu ternoon, when the draft from the
feet at .the present time, and Is sinking cracks Is so strong that the candle
Just as fast as it Is possible to ham llame makes that peculiarby drawing
a breeze
mer the shaft down througn the por- sound, when It Is whipped
that fans It to Intensity.
phyry In which It Is sinking.
This action continues at all times,
The ground which was damp a few
days ago, is gaining moisture as the and the powder smoke goes, of course
shaft goes deeper, and the rock that with the draft, but once It Is sucked
comes out Is wet, Indicating the ap Into the crevice, It never seem to be
proach to the zone where water will driven out again.
flow a condition sought.
This condition has obtained since
Off to the northwest of the shaft, in the time the shaft was twenty feet
the level above the bottom, ore was
found when the laBt work was per
formedcopper was taken out that
ran way up In the pictures and the
ore axsayed well In gold values, also.
The sinking of the shaft Is for the
purpose of getting under the ore exposed nt that time.
The Alice shaft is located on the
desert, Just southeast of the range and
adjoining the Iron King group of the
Southwest company.
At the point where the shaft was
started, free gold was found by Allan
Culver one day, In gathering rock with
which to build a monument. Search
dlscliwed the lead which showed gold.
and on It the shaft was sunk. It is one
of the deepest in the district, and It Is
the Intention to continue the work at
this point to keep 1t going oownward
until the wealth of that section yields
to the work that has been performed
and the money that has been spent on
it.

the collar, and the action of the
comes with the regularity of
as though It rushed In
us the wave receded and out
us the tide came In, and, In
deed, one eminent engineer who visit
ed the nlace and observed the con
dltlons at the Alice was firm in his
belief that at some point, the crevice
with an unaer
had a connection
ground sea. which was the only man
ner Jn which he could explain the
mm
sien.uy,
meinouictti
changes In the courses of the wind at
this point.

under
wind
tidal
ward
ward

There is more Catarrh In this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few years
For a
was supposed to be Incurable.
great many years doctors pronounced It
a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure
with local treatment, pronounced Incurable, Bctence has proven catarrh to
be a constitutional disease ana therefore
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
by F. J.
Catarrh Cure, manufactured
Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It
Is taken internally in doses from 10
It acts directly
drops to a teasnoonful.
on the blond and mucous surfaces of the
svstem. They offer one hundred dollars
Bend for
for any case It falls to cure. Address:
circulars and testimonials.
F. J. CHENKT ft CJfV,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall s Family Pills for

TRY ON A SUIT

of JuckNon.
mahogany used in the
white house by Andew Jackson when
he was president has just been found
in a second hand funlture store in
this city.
The desk is beautiful In
design, of fine workmanship, and evidently constructed at considerable

T

That Jackson owned the desk has
by careful re- been authenticated
starch. On the bottom of one of the
drawers Is a slip of paper bearing
these words, "Presented to his Kx- cellency. Andrew Jackson,
by his
friend, Caleb Price." The desk was
discovered by a veteran government
clerk. Louis Jordan, of Indiana.
He
bought It for $25. When antique furniture dealers in Washington heard
of the prize Mr. Jordan received sev
eral fine offers for it. The desk will
be placed In the Hermitage, Jackson's
eld home, which has been purchased
and about to be rehabilitated by un
organization of patriotic women.

Afternoon Newspaper
c

3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
vH
Of
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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Do You Need

Machine Works

is Nothing I letter.
Ix't us show you a few models.
You will not be urged to buy.
e

Cbi.

D. Eakla. President.
O. Oloml, Vice Preelden.

J.

WE FILL

Mellni,

O. Bscbechl,

ereUry
Treasarer,

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

j

Prices

J

0

GOLD STAR SALOON
A. lluttfcrfct if
0Beerc I Hall
I'lace of Recreation.

s

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars

f

1

Bucctisors to

MELINI A EAKIN, and 1ACHECHI A QIOMI.

FRATI

WHOLKtALK DCALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
la Hook to outfit
kpmo$t0V0iytblaa
tsitldlout bar eomploto

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent

Consolidated Liquor Company

s

NORTH SECOND ST.

HALL, Rroprftor
It.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
ft op a Ira on mining and Mill Maohlnary a Bpaelalt
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east side of railroad track.

M. MANDELL

1

212

Foundry and

Albuquerque

PRESCRIPTIONS

W

RIGHT PRICES

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

OX

Make of Fine Clothing

World' Crop of Wlicut.
The world's wheat crop In 1H06 ag3.500.000,000
gregated
bushels, as
compared with 3. 362, 000, Out) bushels
in l!tu5, according to a statement Just
made public In Washington. In 1897
the production of wheat was in excess of
1.000,000 bushels. In the
first year of the preceding decade It
was 2.280,000.000
bushels, nnd in
18 75 the world's croji of wheat was
r ported
at 1,800,000,000
bushels.
The output of the product has increased by leaps and bounds since
187. Hetween 1884 and 1895 it did
not vary materially.
In 1901 more
than 2,940,000.000 bushels were produced and every year since then with
the exception of 1904 the crop Increased until It reached the grand total last year of more than

TRY US;

J. KORBER & CO.
:ccccococccoooa

Kohn Brothers
Tin-r-

New Mexico's Leading

BEST OF QUALITIES

look It over carefully; compare it if you wish
that's all wo usk. Just
look us oicr anil eomiiaro. We have
no fear as to the final decision. We
have a store full of the muua'a Intent
creation! ready for your Inspection.
We are specializing and selling exclusively in Albuquerque

ltY IT

Albuquerque, New Mexico

--

Chicago

Ih-li- c

.

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

KOHN BROTHERS

An antique

PUBLISHED BY . .

The Citizen Publishing Co.

I

. Made by

d.

. . .

waves,

They are never bothered with bad
air in this shaft after shooting It 4s
possible danger of being suffocated or
even getting a powder headache. It
happens that there Is always, or nearly always, a current of air In the
shaft In the drifts. The country Is
filled with crevices some large, others small, but many of them.
In the morning, the light of a can
dle Is drawn Inward toward the crev- not heavy
ice, by a steady draft,
enough to make a noise as It sucks
To Chicken Fe.fers.
the flames toward the crack. Alongabout noon, the llame stands perpen- I Mausard's Mills are selling good
dlcular, and then the current of air wheat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.

972,-238.0-

Evening Citizen

CIT1

CREVICES IN DESERT MINE

What lIoniOKlearl 1m Did.
Figures Just compiled in the In
terlor department show that under
the laws enacted by congress for the
disposal of the public domain, 4,500
000 forms have been given as a gift
or sold to people in the United States
years. Thir
during the, past sixty-fiv- e
teen million people have been direct
ly benefited, as nearly all the forms
In question have fallen into the hands
of families. More than 764.000,000
acres were embraced in the 4,000.000
forms. Under the provisions of th
free homes law, which was passed
In 1862 as a result of the effort of
Oalusha. A. Grow, of Pennsylvania,
107,000,000 acres of desirable agricultural land were patented to home
steaders.
Although Uucle Sam has sold or
given away more than seven hundred
million acres he still has a great deal
of it in reserve. To be exact the
public domain now embraces
acres.
This is scattered
among twenty-si- x
states.
Little
good agricultural land remains for
disposal by the government. Most of
it is arid or Reml-arlbut a part of
It will be reclaimed during the next
few years by Irrigation.

lite

Commercial Printing

CARDUH1

OF

st

Subscribe for

Writ
u a
our vmptomt,

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 bottles.

1 1

REGULATOR

All Kinds

FREK ADVICE

odical pains, irregularity, dragging down sensations, headache, dizziness, backache, etc.

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life. Becoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
KIKKKA!
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
Vcm, I Hiwe round it at ImM.
Found what? Why that Chamber
gloomy; nervousness, nau6ea and other distressing conditions are
Salve cures eczema and all
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the !;ana
manner of Itching of the skin. I
so
to
common
the
critical
serious accidents
nave peen amiciea lor many years
with skin disease.
had to get up
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
or four times every night and
three
Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
wash with cold water to allay the
per
used, it. $1.00
many who have
says
terrible itching, but since using this
.
.
. .i
i
i
salve In December, 1905, the Itching
Dome at orug stores.
dook containing
has stopped and has not troubled me.
valuable information of interest to j women, will
Klder John T. Ongley, Rootville,
Pa. For sale by all druggists.
be sent t.j any ui'.Jress free u(on application to
CRADFICLD

right

It is a safe and reliable remedy for all female
diseases, such as peri-

Har-rlma-

homers

"

are right

of Sylvia, Term., "about my terrible backache and
monthly pains in my abdomen and shoulders. 1
had suffered this way nine years and five doctors
had failed to relieve me. On your advice I aook
Wine of Cardui, which at once relieved my pains
and now I am entirely cured. I am sure that
Cardui saved my life."

Its Population of Innumerable First Ballot Was 10 to 2 for Was Corporation Lawyer for
Years Which Puts Him on
Defendant
Acquittal
Hostile Tribes Complicates
Work of Civilization.

Our Work

1

"I wrote you for advice," writes Lelia Hagood,

GUILTY

TONGUES

Our Prices

&

f

MONROE
3t

TKLCPHONC,

2

tbo

Have been appointed sxcluilv agents In th Southwest for Jos. ft.
SchllU, Wm. Lamp and St Lou's A. B. C. BrewsHes; Yollowttona,
Green River, W. H. McBraysra Csdar Brook, Luls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and Jther standard brands of whiskies too numerous ta mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
laerita,
But sell the straight article sa received by us from tte best
Distilleries and Breweries In tae United Stat a. Call and Inspect oar
Block and Prices, or writ (or Illustrated Cstalcgua and Priea fclst.
Issued to dealers only.

The St. Elmo
BARNETT,

JOSEPH

aMNsWasW,sa

o

2 0 West Railroad

o

o

O

o

Prop'r.
Avenue

Finest Whiskies

,

Wines, Brandies. Etc,

.

'

SAMPLe AND

CLUB HOOM9
s
O
O

m

ALBUQUERQUE
part In legislation. His purpose was to preserve
character of the exthe Independent und
ecutive and legislative branches, and to eliminate tho
common practice of bringing various sorts of executive
pressure to bear upon the legislature In order to force
Ono has but to
through administration measures."
compare this line of conduct on the part of Governor
reform cleHughes with the methods of the
ment of New Mexico in connection with the recent legislature, to realize at once the Important fact that there
are reformers and reformers.

Published Dally and Weekl.

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

STKU KLI K,
President.

V. 8.

11,1.1AM I'. HK1M1AN,
Kditor and Uuslneiw Majiaitc'

POLITICAL

VAUDEVILLE

The ltir.en nolo that after several week of deep
ami mystic Mlcnce. the Morning War Cry haa at last
xuinmcined the colossal nerve to ngalu mention tho
The people have waited pabureau of Immigration.
tiently for mime word of explanation from Ihinny
They did not get It today, but It helps Home
to know that the little matter of graft so cutely planned
liy Maoplierson has not entirely slipped his memory.
The morning paper trys to shift public attention
from the present unenviable position of Macpherson ami
his employe, who desire to become secretary of the
bureau, to the Santa Ke New Mexican. That paper,
declares the Journal. Is creating fun for the public.
Perhaps the public is disposed to laugu
Perhaps It Is.
at the manner In which the Xew Mexican has shown "P
Ihe plot by MacphcrMin to secure control of the bureuu
after having advocated most strenuously for sixty day
that the bureau be abolished. Perhaps It Is a matter of
mirth to the piibPe that the Xew Mexican found out
a few day too muui for Danny's comfort, that he conby making him
templated paying bis chief
secretary of the bureau, although having gone on record
with tho statement that the bureau was a shameful
waste of the people's money. In a number of article
written by the very man who now proposes to operate
Yes, The Citizen agree with the Journal
the bureau.
that It Is a matter of mirth. It I absolutely the most
laughable and ridiculous position In which a "reformer"
was ever placed.
The morning paper did not attempt to answer til J
questions which the people have been asking. It would
have been too painful an undertaking.
At the sam!
time Macphcrson should not forget that by answering
them he would contribute to the public mirth which the
New Mexican is cieating.
Since he has gone Into political vaudeville, he should not overlook this chance to
star himself in his favorite role.
The confiding public all along has found the double
dealings of Macphcrson ami his morning sheet subjects of hilarious mirth.
Did Danny for a minute
think he was being taken seriously? Did he for ona
minute believe that when he began slinging slime at
every public official who opposed him, that the public
did not know he wanted something for his work? Ttie
Citizen can hardly believe he did. If so, then It Is to
laugh.
This paper believes the bureau of immigration ha.i
done good work in the past and that it will be found
one of the best factors In the upbuilding of population
in New Mexico In the future.
The Citizen does not
care whether Max Frost, editor of the New Mexican,
continues as secretary of the bureau ,or whether it bw
mime other resident of the Sunshine territory.
All The
Citizen wants and all the the mirthfully Inclined publl?
wants, is to see some person In charge of that Important
work who believes In the bureau, who knows the territory, who Intends to make New Mexico his home and
who Is a taxpayer. In addition, he must first and fore
most be a person who hus some conception of the duties
Involved In such an undertaking.
In Justice to the editor of the New Mexican, The
Citizen can say that he has built up the bureau of Immigration from an inefficient department of the territory, to one of highest standard.
The thousands of
homeseekers who have been attracted to New Mexico
through the literature and correspondence of the
:
bureau, bear ample testimony to the fact. Beginning
with the Kstancia valley in Torrance county, and Including Quay, Hoosevelt, Union, San Miguel, portions of tho
great Pecos valley, and in fact almost every nook and
cranny of New Mexico, the effect of the tide of
brought to New Mexico by the bureau has been
felt. All that Tho Citizen desire to see Is that a man
Is placed in charge of that bureau who will continue
the good work and who docs not accept the olflcv a
political payment for political work.
I
It Is no wonder that the New Mexlcun makes mirth
for the public when It tipped Macpherson's hand, just
as he was about to grab this political favor. It is Indeed funny, laughable and absurd, and The Citizen
gladly Joins In the merry ha, ha, at the antics of
"reformer," in his stunts of political
Mac-plierso- n.

mud-slliig-

Imml-KratW-

in

OF SPAIN'S HEIR

The birth of an heir to the Spanish crown is a
very different event from the birth of an ordinary individual, or even that of an heir to noble titles or a
millionaire's treasures. In view of the fact that the
event Is considered now imminent at Madrid, the following may be of interest to Citizen readers:
As soon as evident signs of approaching coiillnc-mei- it
are noticed those Invited to attend the ceremony
must hasten to the palace, the men attired In uniform
and the women in court dress.
They must wait in thante chamber until the infant is presented. Those ex
peeled to be present are all the court olllclais, the ministers, the presidents of the two chambers, the Knlglu
of the Golden Fleece, the captain general, the commission of the Asturias and representatives of tho civil and
military corporations.
The members of the diplomat!'.'
corps will also be invited to attend the ceremony.
For the information of the general public, who of
course are not In tho Hat of the Invited, at the moment
or birth, if the child Is a boy the Spanish Hag will b
gun.
hoisted on the palace und a salute of twenty-on- e
will be tired.
If it Is a girl, a white Hag will be run up
and a salute of tlfteen guns will be fired. If the even;
occurs at night, an electric light In the national colon
will lie displayed on the palace fo, ft boy and of whlto
light for a girl.
With the leust possible delay the baby is dreincd
and placed in a basket standing; on a golden salver.
The king takes the basket, holding thu child in his
hands, and, followed by members 'of the royal family,
enters the salmi where the presentation ceremony is
Kai.ing the veil over the Infant's face, flaheld.
king says: "I present to you my beloved sou (or daugn.
ter), the successor to the throne of Spain, the prince
(or princess) of the Asturias. to whom my dear Minus
lias Just given birth." Then the minister of Justice,
principal notary of the realm, approaches and view.-thface of the child anil all those Invited tile past.
as the presentation is ended i s..leinii 'V Ileum
sung In the royal chapel.
The customary decrees ordering a iteiieral amnesty
the release of prisoners condemned for minor offensc-an(lie bestowal of recompenses ai:d decorations upo:
various persons have in tin- present
be. n a
ready prepared.
!
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Shaking the Rugs

IfflllHllB

on swei ping day, and putting them back clean and free from germs
and dirt, is easy and satisfactory to the neat housekeeper,
and

keeps the house clean and sweet during the heated term. Our stock
of fine rugs nnd cool and handsome matting, will make a floor covering- that will give cornlort and cleanliness.
We
have them In
beautiful designs and colors.

SEE OUR ORIENTAL PATTERNS

Comfort Combined With Coolness

Is what Is required, and Is exactly what Is gained by using our reed
and rattan furniture In your parlor or living rooms In summer. Our
large and varied stock will give you a complete selection of the
many and various elegant styles In which this class of furniture is

made, thereby furnishing your rooms in thorough

fa"'

harmony.

uu
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: The Cub's Corner
t tfH M)M

See Our Green Mallaca

F. H.
STRONG
STRONG BLOCK
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REFRIGERATORS
The

:

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and Sec Them.

over-weeni-

g
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8
WESTWARD THE FALL OF RAIN
IS TAKING ITS FRUITFUL WAY

xxxxxxxxxxkxxxxxxxxxxoxxxx

F. I,. Vandegrlft continued his story about the Arkansas Valley in the March number of "The Earth,"
the Santa Fe magazine. Here is part of what lie had
to say about irrigation In Kansas:
The important irrigation canals are not all In Colorado. There is a good start of ditches In Hamilton,
Gray and Finney counties, Kansas, and tho increased
sugar beet area will cause more ditches to be built.
The ditches in Kansas, however, are short. Frontier
canal begins at tho state line and Is twelve miles long.
Fort Aubrey begins west of Syracuse, and is twenty
miles long. Supplying lands around Garden City are the
Garden City ditch, the Farmers', the Amazon, the Great
Kastern and the South Side. There will be established
at Dccrfleld a pump plant for the government's experi
mental station near Garden City. This plant will add
lo the tlovv of tho Farmers" canal. Professor Charles
Schllcter, a famous hydraulic engineer, Is In charge of
the work, which already Ills begun.
The example set by Colorado, and the progress ami
improved methods of tillage all along the Atchison,
Topeka
Santa Fe line, have caused u How of Immigration to all the counties within the watershed of the
Arkansas, and land is in great demand In the
Lower down In the valley in Kansas, all the
land Is In demand, for the rainfall lo far greater lower
down the valley, and, except sometimes Indian corn,
crops will mature without Irrigation. l!y this increase
of rainfall, agriculture in Kansas, even in the uplands,
Is not wholly dependent upon the artificial supply of
water. In the uplands good crops are raised by the
rainfall alone.
The daily tilings for homesteads in the Dodge City
Kind ci trice is about thirty, or 4. SHU acres.
July 1.
1HU0. There were 4 15,0S acres of public
domain for
sale or homestead entry in the counties named below,
as follows:
Harber county, S.000 acres; Clark county, Jo.ixut
acres, Comanche county, 241 acres; Kiowa county, 720
acre; Edwards county. 1,000 acres; Finney county,
0
acres; Grant county, 1G.160 acres; Greeley county.
6.578 acres; Hamilton county,
"4.000
acres; Haskell
county, 4,040 acres; Kearny county, 20,430 acres; I.ane
county, .1,1110 acres; Meade, county, 1,720 acres; Morton
county, 135,032 acres; Seward county, 44,321 acres;
Stanton county, f. S, 77 acres; Stevens county, 1!.MU
acre'. Total, 415.20S acres.
In addition there are til, 000 acres of forest res. i vein Finney county, tl.n.Vi in Grant. 10.K45 in Haskell and
.'.l.l'.iO in Kearny; a total of lSU.K'.H acres, which are
not fur sale or homestead entry.
Tin" vacant lain Is in Harber, Clark. Comanche and
Kiowa are in small tracts and rough, and subject to
cash sale and
In the other counties the
lands are subject to homestead entry only. It is the
homestead lands that are mostly in demand. In the
months of August and September about 125,000 acres
of homestead land were filed on, and In the month of
October probably 12'..oou ,
irn,0oi) acre- - iuoi- - were
.

Albuquerque, New Mex.
MCTAUKLcAS KN KIj
VALLK l10i XAPF.STA

CLEO KACKLEY"

1,000 Opcrarlos Para
Dcsnljo y C'tiltivo.
Velntlclnco mil acres transplantados
para la companla "American 13eet
Sugar Company" por los cultivadores
cue moran cerca de Pueblo, Fowler,
Manzanola. Hocky Ford, Las Animas,
Prowers, Lamar y Amity. Se necesl-tara- n
varios miles de hombres y

So Xccossllnn
hii

para

el

trabajo

en los

cam-pti-

EXPERT TAILOR,

CLEANER,

PRESSER

110 West Gold

s

Los cultivadores
do betabeles.
pagaran 15 centavos la hora por el
trabajo diarlo; pero los contratos por
acre para el desaije, el cultlvo y la
cosecha es nias preferible y mas
said :
para el operarlo. El trabajo
"Whence contest thou."
empiezara probalemente temprano en
And the leader said unto him:
mayo. Los operarlo se
el
me
de
"Does't thou not remember Dan of
su proplo allruento y hospe-dajHernalillo?"
Indivlduos o fai'nlllas llegando
This closes the lesson for today. We
al Valle del Naposta coino a mediados
will now rise and sing
mayo,
de
encontraran bastante traba"In the sweet,
jo remunerative.
Para mas informa-clo- n
Hye and bye,
Heet
a "American
When we get the immigration bureau Sugar eserlbanse
Company, Hocky Ford, Colo., o
lads,
Colo.
Umar,
In the sweet,
A.MF.KICAN HKET SUGAR COMPAHye and hye.
NY, HOCKY FORD, COLO.
For all the boys we'll 'buy,'
:.JIKRICAN UK FT SUGAR COMPAHye and bve."
NY. IVMAIt, COLO.
O
Idko tin Morning Paper.
W. V.
For Sale
During a
lecture on the
Futrelle.
poor Jacob A. Hlis Bald: "The slums
of New York when I first came to
know them as a police reporter, were
disheartening Indeed. To clean them
seemed as hopeless as cleaning , an
Augean stable. It was like the case
of a slum boy whom I heard about
the other day. 'Jackie,' said this boy's
n. other, 'your face is fairly clean, but
how did you get such dirty hands?"
Washln' me face,' said the boy."
0
Dividends in the other fellow's
Truthful .lames.
pocket on tho rent you are
"Yesslr, 1 helps support a large
fambly."
paying.
"ii oici ii uuu, you re not mar
ried.
A small cash payment and
"Hut i pa i onize a saloonki'eper
$20.00 a month will buy a 5
wot is."
room house, with bath.
O
r
(.Ills.
The
"Grace has had herself
nholo- phed with her pug dog."
REALTY CO.,
"Well, that s the kind of foil her
style of beaulv needs."
J. V.. ELDF.R, Armljo Ilnlldlng.

The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable

Chickering & Son's Piano

cen-tajo-

e.

Merry-go-roun-

The c.iiisitc Kmc, and hlj;h quality of workmanship and finish have
combined to make these famous instruments tin- - universal cholcve or
thom? who know.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
124 South Second

d.

If There

h

AnytfrmQ Dearer

lo

?

10 per cent.

lM-ti-

Ki--

O

lust Kids,

"it's a good thing for youse dat yer
gr.ciidmudcler died yestiddy."
"Fer hy "
vv

DEWING

youse dat

HOLDS
CITY

EH

following is the result of the
municipal election held at Demiug
last Tuesday
Citizens' Ticket.
Mayor Juhus ltosch, 121.
Couric.il George A. Shepard, 12 3.

-

Council
Dim H. Hrown, 142.
School Hoard Samuel D.
Swope.
hool Hoaiel

M

a

N'on-- I
i

v

or- -

'ouncll

J. J. H.mnetl

'iirllaii Ticket.

AT

.11.
Admission

x
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WOOD

Ladies Free

I.

Highland Livery
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FOR CASH ONLY
Arrer may is

John

S.

iJoor m reens ns vlrong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doom In both strength und price. Window
acreens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
u

PLANING MILL
SUPERIOR
SlilK OUR NKW 11KICK ISUIL.DINO
orcoooooooc090

Beaven

coiRi jh r

wii:x vor want Til i:.i ui:n.
eat with enjoyment and ke.
well,
provide yourself with rolls ur bread
SPr.
Itching
in. u aim
vv.the
best
kind,
the
kind
bake
Piles. It
tcimurj
fresh every day. If you luiv. n t been
'i. lays ti e ltcinnv m im r. acts in
line with the wise ones
U!l a Dollltli't. L'M( 4 lnvtfki.t M
irder by
phone if you like.
I r. W lluuuis' lnilhiii i'lle
for 11
mnllMi
lnrelureci
n If cf Ihe urivute Darin. Kvt-.-btii in
PIONEER BAKERY,
. urrimit-Mnv nni,'i'is, i.j n icn
(iit ef urn
AO rents miJ
207 South First Street.
M.INUUCTURING M.. i'rop. .l.velu"a.
FOR SALE BY S. VAKN A SON.
KKK'S HOT CHOCOLATE. WAL- TON'S DRUG STORE.
HOME-MADFEE'S PEERLES
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
It yon wmnt rssultj in fcarertislng,
STORE.
tr an Evening Cltiien want ad.
602 SOUTH

OIIE
l.'-f- .

r .iMern-mad-

98

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
(6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
W.50
PER TON

TMr

The Price of Health.
"The price of health in a malarious
district is just 25 cents; the cost of a
box of Dr. King's New I.lfe Pills,"
a specialty.
Rest
Saddle horse
writes F.lla Slayton, of Noland, Ark. drivers in the city.
Proprietors of
New IJfe Pills cleanse gently and im- "Sadie," the picnic vvagor,.
parl new lif. and vigor to the system. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
112 John Street
all druggists.

Phone

COAL

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HAIL DANCING SCHOOL

Steed, 161.
Veins, 69.

-

Council
Marshall. 101.
School Ho n ,i - Hubbard,

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Mevlei) City nnd return $10.25, April
J.Mh to May IKili, Limit duly 31..
.1. K. Pl'ltnv, Agent.

3.

Sc

EXCURSIONS

ELECTION

The

:,

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

'.'

"Huf fer elat, I'd give
beatln' I owes youse."

1

tin-Hi- .

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

pro-curar-

that The Citizen
.mi
months ago took up the question of the Salton sen, suggesting Unit it would be well to have the matter of It
iiilluenee on the climate of the southwest scientifically
Investigated before the government undertook to lemov;
the sea from existence.
Since then the Texas legisla
ture took the same view The Citizen had advocated, and
pussed appropriate resolutions.
From Thursdays
I'aso News it appears that the resolutions of the Tcxm
legislature have caused some papers of the east to take filed on.
an interest in the uueslion.
However, the wink of
Sincein Kansas the sugar
s only
closing the sea lias already been accomplished, thougU In its beginning, the princ ipal seatbeet Industry
of irrigation in the
it will require several years before I
in
left
the Ark.cns.is Valley is in Colorado. Here the canals and
u.h.t
ea shall have been evaporated.
smaller eliicliis are very numerous, ranging, some of
lifte.n or twenty mile back from the river.
'lb Washington Herald said the other day: "(Jov-elno- r This especially is true on I lie north side of the valley,
Hughes look olllce at the beginning .f the year ami the sugar beet area thereby has been
carried so
wllh a declaration that he would refrain from interferfar away from the main line of the Atchison, Topeka
ence wltli the legislature on the theory that his was a
Santa Fe that branch lines, wllh drop and spurs, an-tpurely executive ollice, and that it was not his function
be constructed.
This work already Is under way.
It

NATI

I

Americans have never been considered a musical
people
and yet this country last year
turned out some 300,000 new pianos. Many had feared
that the piano industry would be Injured by the great
output of musical phonograph.
The New York Even"lo you witc to your old man
ing Post thinks that tho abundance and cheapness of very
often?"
Sum I do. I always keen In touch
these Instruments no doubt had their effect; but it was
more than counterbalanced by the vast number of In- wlUi him."
struments needed to go with the mechanical "piano
players," the demand for which is now being supplied
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
)11
by more than seventy rival makers.
There are many
persons
of
thought
never
thousands of
who would
have
buying a piano and not the application of the perforated roll principle enabled theni after an hour's experience, to play pieces which, by the old method,
I ! 1 f
would have required years of dally drudgery.
! 1
At Sunday School.
XC0O00O0XXX0OO0O0XK00
.Danny's Sunday school had just
5 been called to order by wringing the
5 STAGNATION IN NATURE IS
olllce towel.
"We will first rise and sing
g
INEVITABLE CAUSE OF DECAY
"Measley plums lound us are falling,
Hut for the showers we plead."
(All sing lustily.)
"Now, little boy Henlng. you may
Have yon seen, In the spring time, a pool of water,
us why your surname Is Friday."
tell
quiet, unruffled, crystal-cleaand thought how beau"llecause, sir, I have been unlucky
tiful It was? You did not observe, perhaps, that it in not landing lo t h job on the; Immigration bureau for you, yet, sir, and
had no Inlet or outlet, that it was only a pool left because"
"That will do
will now read tlu
by some overfed stream, so that when you passed that
morning lesson: 'And they
up
way again you were astonished to see that its beauty unto a far country nnd camewent
unto a
had departed. It was sluggish and fetid. Weeds were vlnyard of exceeding richness, where
much pieplant and many plum trees,
floating on its surface, and a thick green scum had groaning with ripened fruit, did flourand wax strong. Hut the gates cf
gathered.
The pool was stagnant because it lirid re- ish
the vineyard were exceedingly strong
ceived no fresh water.
and locked with many bolls, which
deny them entrance.
And the
People are like pools of water. "Whether a man did
keeper of the vlnyard would open to
be CO, 70 or 10 years old," said Mishnp Vincent, of them not. And the keeper said unto
them
the Methodist church, lately, "let him be a living grow" 'Whenco contest thou?'
"Then unswercd the leader unto
ing man, or else let him step Into an Inconspicuous
him and said:
corner and wait for the undertaker."
" 'I nm Dan of Hernalillo, prince
He might huvj
omitted all reference to age.
He might have said: of the tribe of Knock.'
"And he said unto them, 'Why
''1ct every man be a living, growing man." Or he enmeHt thou hither?'
Then
did Dan of Hernalillo make
might simply nave saia:
"Don't stagnate."
answer:
Once there was a boy of seventeen. He was bright
"Most worthy sire. I am sore in
keen, ambitious.
He had a mind and used It. J 1m ned of tho Juic e of many plums,
to check a scourge among
was well read. He knew his Shakespeare, his Dickens, wherewith
my men."
his Thackeray.
He talked well.
People often said:
"Speak, man," answered the keep"Ah, there's a boy of whom we .shall hear later on:" er; "what scourge brings thee here.'"
"He at ease, sir," answered Dan of
Then the boy grew up. He had to learn how to crcaU;
Hernalillo, "It is merely an aggraa dollar by tho labor of his hands and head. At the vating
distemper brought on by an
same time he learned how to spend it, oftentimes foolappetite
for dough,
ishly.
And the corning of the dollar and its spending from which 1 would fL.n seek alleviation."
up
so much of hi time that ho forgot to read,
took
And the keeper answered
unto
he forgot to think.
At twenty-fiv- e
ho was still a him:
rather brilliant fellow, though people were beginning
"Would the juice of many plums
to think him superficial.
As a matter of fact, his de- quench an appetite for dough?"
And Dan answered and said unto
velopment was at a standstill. At forty he, had begu.i him:
to go backward.
Hecnuse ho had made no effort to
"In the day of my prosperity did
continue his mental and spiritual processes, ho had I revel in this remedy, and it was of
ample
sufficiency."
even forgotten the things he knew so well when he
Then the keeper relented and said:
was seventeen.
And then people shook their headj
"Go ye Into all lunds
unto al!
"It Is a very sad case," they said. "We can't under- people round about, andand
every man
yo
meet
prostrate
It.
knock
stand
In the highAnd he was such a brilliant boy!"
way und cover him judiciously with
Are you like this boy? Is business such a Jug- slime
gutters.
from
the
When you
gernaut, is pleasure so engrossing, that you have giv- have done these things,
return again
en up reading and thinking and developing? The pool unto me."
Then Dan of Hernalillo spread
stagnates because It has no fresh water. You staghis emissaries and for sixty daysforth
and
nate because you give yourself no fresh inspiration, no sixty
nights they sought
mental or spiritual food. The water Is fit for nothing whom they might assault diligently
lay
and
when It is stagnant; neither are you of any value to tvusto with all manner of vile
Then came again Dan
the world when you haves stopped developing and grow-laand his
with exceeding hunwhen you have starved all the llf.- - out of you ger and followers
thirst unto the keeper of thy
existence. Why not make th waters fr.;sh again wit.i vlnyard. And tho keeper, hearing a
good books,
friends, better thought t and awaken- great wailing and gnashing
and
smacking of lips, went unto them and
ed ambitions?
Don't stagnate.

Mac-pherso- n,

BIRTH
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STUDENTS

Go-Ca- rt

HainBakmg Powder

In

WKtersare

-

crowd of over 100 people. Wl
The Klks
line for tickets t
Tooth' 'this morning, at Matson's. It
required the services of two people to
accommodate tho throng during the
rush. Mr. Matson informs- us that
the sale up to this time has broken
all previous records and insures two
g
houses next Monday
are
There
and Tuesday night.
still plenty of desirable seats left, but
don't delay In getting yours or you
AH seals in
mav have to stand up.
the house will be reserved.
There Is no question now about the
Latt night s
show being
reheni-sawith the scenery demon
strated the fact that the cast is
strung and the choruses are well
The committee in charge
lrilleil.
ire hiuhlv elated over the outlooli
and are confident that the two IMS
houses that will witness the perform
ances will be must pleasantly sur
prised.
The curtain will rise at
30 sharp and descend on the. mm
The house rule re
act at lt:Mi.
garding the seating of people after
the curtain rises will he strictly ob
served.
first-clas-

go-car-

No alum, lime or ammonia.

record-breakin-

s.

l

t,

J--

-

--

ALBERT FABER'S
... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

J. A. K RE MIS

Where To
Worship

s

over 40 styles to select
from. Our special offer for this week. No.
ooo
steel frame
body wood, lined with
hest grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameV
cd Hrewstcr green, 8
inch wheels, 8 rubber tires. Trice $3.00

Is the most efficient and
perfect of leavening agents,

A

headquar-

forGo-Cart-

Hi. TiKlit nnd his class In gcolocy
left early Friday morning for a three
days' trip through the Sandlas. The
lass consists of Ralph Tascher, Hoy
MADE FROM PURE CREAM OF TARTAR
Baldwin, Frank LlKht. Kate Cunning
ham ninl Fleda Smith. Conditions In
Sandiiis are Very favorable for the
study of geolotiical formations down
even to the archaean.
0
Ity mutual agreement between the
two schools most Interested, the Agricultural vollege and the I'niversity,
the annual track and field athletic
meet will be dropped this year. This
RATHER
KEEP! COL GREEN TAKES BIG
action has been decided upon owing WOULD
to the interruption of school at the
Meslllii institution on account of the
scarlet fever epidemic. The I'niver
BUNCH OE FAIR
sity also finds itself handicapped In
various ways, chlelly by the fact that
the track captain, V. H. Allen. Is suffering from a severely sprained nnkle.
Instead of light athletics, base ball
STOCK
will occupy the attention of the stu- lents of the two schools and games
ire being arranged to take place In
the near future.
Roosevelt Is Afraid to Hold Copper King Wanted $50,000.
O
The preparatory department will
not hold lis graduating exercises in
Friendly Negotiations With
but Secured Only
connection with the annual commencement as heretofore. Their exRailroad Magnate.
$2,500
ercises will t ike place Wednesday.
May s. at 10 o'clock a. in. on the
campus, and the program will consist
Washington, Aliril 6 - Tlie war be
Kl
of two oialions. two essays and two
April
Paso.
Col. W. O.
declamations.
The six speakers will tween President Roosevelt and K. II Greene, the big Caiiauea IniiiliiK initii
be Tlllie Allen, Kugenla Kelcher. Lola l,il l ilium Is soinethliiK more tliHii
nnd president of the Sierra Mud re
Stowell, Krrett Van Cleave, Kenneth personal feud though it )a.i'lakes of railroad. was in the city only a few
'
sees
Clarence
Worth.
and
lioosevelt
Heald
also.
hours yesterday. Hut during that time
that
character
t'lnirvli
Ininmculalc CniHi-plloO
"lit, (Mill In a Kood
ill liarriinan the persoiiirn ation of nil be decided to put
ar07
The class of
is completing
f Married
that Is most vicious In what he call- - thiitK and take that much stock in tne
Karlv mass, communion
rangements
commence
the
annual
for
Kl Paso Pair association.
capitalistic anari hy."
Put the
Ladles' sodality and Knights of
ment on May 10. The class consists
promoters of the fair decided that
Wall street op
In all the
lumbus.
of three college nnd five normal grad position to the administration's poli
ITiO.OOO was too big a bunch of stock
High mass, 9:30.
uates. For the commencement ad cies of corporation and railway con to dispose of to any individual, and
livening service, 7:30.
dress the class has been fortunate trol,
II. Jtarrinian is looked upon loli him they would allow Mm to
0
enough to secure Gov. Hagerman. bv the Jloosevelt
Cor
(iiuii'h
Kplscopiil
St. ilolin'H
neonlu as having tak only iL'.fiDO worth. So the onplt
baccalaureate speaker has not been the lending spirit.
uer Silver avenue ana
ttireci The
They say ;ills-- took this amount In the Kl Paso
upon.
yet been decided
Sunday school at 10 a. in.
flKht against the talr movement.
he led the two-yeTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
O
The promoters of the fair have had
Morning service at It a. m.
lie law; that lie financed the lobby
improvements on the cam
no difficulty In disposing of the stock.
KveiiiiiK service at i :3(i p. m.
ill WaslilnRton.
pus include a "rockery" built by the that winked
A
repeated
subscription of $ Hi, (MM) was proffer
be
will
mush;
is the largest individual control
Kusler
class of 1907, for presentation to the in He
The following quotations were re at The
services.
these
todav. and Is I'd at the first meeting, other prof
railroadintc
American
I'niversity
day
at
exercises
their
class
Co.,
&
brokers,
by
F. J. Oral
ceived
J?
of as IiIkIi as that of I'ol. Greene
next mouth. This Is a continuation denounced as tho most llairrnnt vio-to- .lers
cvar their own private wires from
this morning have been made, but the
are aimed
Christian Church t.i:n-- i.f
for some lator of ull laws which
of a custom established
instigators
New York. Room 37, Barnett build avenue and Hroauway;
of the movement are dls
nest K. years whereby some feature Is added make the road deal fairly by all.
the disposal of lurg batch
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
The administration forces are now couraglng
to the campus landscape annually. A
Crawford, minister.
es of stock in order to keep the iisro
lily pond has also been made nnd lies calling attention to the fact that Hur- Sunday school ot 10 u. in.
New YoiH stot Vs.
r limn Tint nnlv lefln the lilws
ioio o lirr 'nun ov
worship at 11 o'clock.
Morning
two
picturesque
pueblo
tho
between
Smaller sub- American Kugar
are on the statute books, but he deflej '''V 1'nrtieulur Interest
3 p. m., "The Hible Il
dormitories.
Lecture
at
are more, ocsiihoo. siaif
scnpuoiis
Amalgamated Copper
tinget
good
74 luminated A Study of Hible Pheto
laws
people
from
the
0
129 Vi
American Smelters
The announcement circulars of the men they send to congress to repre- the soliciting committee.
nomena."
37
American Car Foundry
Chicago I'niversity summer quarter sent thetn.
evening
service.
No
97
AlchlHon com
has Just been received at the library
For seventeen years .hi dm- I.. A.
a
SUNDAY CONCERT
62 Vi
Anaconda
Christian Scientist Services at 11 Prof. Ksplnosa's nnme appears among Payson, former congressman from
66
American locomotive
;rant
In Homance Illinois, has been
as
lobbyist
in
faculty
25.
m.,
Instructor
the
room
the
a.
at
o'clock
'.
lOlVi building, corner Railroad avenue and languages.
Haltlmore and Ohio
1'rof. Kspinosa will have Washington for the Harrlnian inter61 Vjt
Brooklyn Kapid Transit
Third street; subject, "Are Sin, Dis- charge of courses In elementary am ests, and for all those years has suc- AMi:iU('AN llAlltl.lt to. HAND
173
Canadian Pacific
Spanish.
Intermediate
Heal?"
ceeded 111 Influencing congress to con
::io"
COM'KK'I ' AT CASINO
37 Vt ease and Death
Colorado Fuel
O
form to Harrlman's views, as he last
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
14
Chicago (Jreat Western
Merry
1. M.
of
Windsor" is winter prevented the pajwago of the
Wives
"The
meeting
evening
at
Wednesday
1"2
Chicago Northwestern
being frequently rehearsed
under two-cefare bill and all but one of
o'clock.
61
3t. No. Ore Ctfs
All the mem the other railway bills before the In2 Prof. Crum's direction.
open
daily
Program.
Heading
from
room
Kiie com
bers of the cast have had experience terstate commerce committee.
March-que- " -- "Salute
Albuquer- 4 p. m.
to
to
120V4
1ouiHvllle and Nashville
in amateur dramatics and it is ex
op.
.
has
been
Jloosevelt
Theodore
8
7
Missouri Pacific
pected
play
will
annual
this
the
that
Highland M. K. Church. Soulli
. . . '.
.
posed by llairlnniti in nil his political
(a.) '
22 V4
year surpass all previous perform advance.
Mexican Central
31$ South Arm) street; O. H. ilolli-daSawyer
It was Harrlman who sturt-e- d
National Lead
ances.
61i
pastor.
propaganda in
(Indian Intermezzo.)
the
120
New York Central
0
1902-3- .
Preaching by the pastor nt 11 a.
fl.) "The Trombone Dllzzard'
passing the word along
At. the close of school, Miss Hlckey
13714
Northern Pacific
supper.
t.i
or
m.:
Lord's
sacrament
the
systems
railway
through
!"v.
his
Severin
that
39
professor of Kngllsh. will leave for
Ontario and Western
Kpworth league, 7 p. m.
ltoosevelt wus too dangerous, too
Comlue.J
127 4
In Kurope.
year's
will
Pennsylvania
travel
She
S
p.
by
pastor
the
ni.
Sermon
at
"Kspanlla"
Uosey
and not iiulte sane. Defeated
11 1
Reading com
the greater part of the time In radical
Special music at both services, spend
In his attempt to head olt Roosevelt's
(Spanish Waltz)
23
Kngland and Scotland.
ltock Island com
L.
I!.
Garriof
gave
the
direction
under
Medley
Introducing
re
nomination,
and
aid
(new)
liarriinan
-- 0
85 ',4
Southern Pacific
son.
(a) "Would You Iave Your
Mr. Could, editorial writer of the comfort to the Parker movement.
136
St. Paul
O
guess
can
only
president
what
Happy
The
Home for Me?"..
Kvening
will
Albuquerque
Citizen,
22
ad
Hallway
4
Southern
f
Congregational Cliurcli Corner
(
"Are You Coming Out
dress the students at the assembly purpose liarriinan li.nl in mind when
144
Tennessee Coal
avenue;
J
Hev.
Hroadway
Coal
and
Washingho paid his recent visit to
Tonight. Mary Ann'.'"....
exercises next Mondnv.
141 j 11.
Union PurlUc
Heald, pastor.
(c
ton and brought his little boy to see
"Spoontlme"
100
1'. 8. S. pfd
0
Morning service at
o'clock
Prof. Hodglu Is building a large the president.
(d) "Holding Hands"
There was a very
IT. S. S. com
37
subject,
Highest,
the Noblest summer veranda In the rear of hi brief Interview, at which witnesses
Say
(e) "And
You
Don't
24$ and the "The
Jreeoe Con
Hest."
mesa home. .
were present.
Nothing at All"
165
Calumet and Arizona
Will
"I
Feed
choir,
bv
the
Anthem
attorney
to
3
"The Two Zephyrs"
liarriiiian then sent ills
Thomas
Copper ltange
ask another Interview, Mr. Iwieb told
(Trombone Duet.)
93 V My Flock."
North ltutte
Kvenlng service at 7:o0 o'clock: NEGRO BURGLAR
Mr. Har- him to come any lime
28 1,4
Messrs. Ijithrop and Kills.
Put
liutte. Coal
subject, "The Worst Man In Town."
9
rinian did not come.
May cotton
Grand Overture "ltio Grande'
All strangers welcome.
It Is believed the n sult of the first
(First time.)
O
' Ua.zazza Mazzazza"
Summary of Conditions.
tho word
Pryor
GETS ONE YEAR brief Interview at which
cor
I irst
Presbyterian
t huri-lI
was
was
to
as
New York. April 6. London settle
In
one, or the trombone s
mentioned
such
"Jail"
t hree
ner Fifth street and Silver avenue
it
)
to
lead
Mr.
believe
that
inent begins on Tuesday. London Hugh
Harrlman
trouble.
A. Cooper, pastor.
early market lower.
would not be well to press his effort
F. K. KIXIS.
sen
Juoge Abliott this morning
Services at 1 a. m. and s p. in.
to "get together."
Net earnings for fiscal year of N;
Tho president
Musical Director.
l need Jordan Trimble to one year in
Morning,
reception
and
communion
company's
II,
largest
in
unman, and had
his of new members;
fional Icad
not trust
evening. "Whut the penitentiary and to pay the court does
TOO LATE To CLASSIFY.
lory.
rather tight him In the open than to
Would Jesus lo'.' Applied to (Que- costs and a tine, amounting to $2
Hear account Indicated by borrow stions
nny
appearance
of friendly nehave
Heligious."
was
penitentiary
sentence
sus
Social
and
Ihe
irig demand in loan crowd and prl
or dealing-- ' with him at Mill ItK.NT Furnished or not, one
Young People's meeting at 7 p. in pended by tho judge, but Trimble will gotiations
vate borrowing of stocks still consb
close range.
of the nicest and shadiest two
remain in the county jail 22 days
Sunday school at 9:45 a. in.
ered very large.
story, tight-rooresidences In the
laying out his flue. He was taken to
Musical Selection.
London considers American demand
city, near City park; large barn
Jail on March 25, and will have served
Sweetly
Ladies'
Quartet "One
for gold completed and expects ear
AT
DANCING
AND
CARDS
Call at room II, Grant block. 1
in all 28 days. Trimble Is the negro
Solemn Thought"
reduction In liank of L'ngland rate.
F. MeCauna.
who broke Into the Hfeld store.
Mesdanies Smith and Collins,
Dunn' Review says reports from
o
Misses Hall and Towers.
principal cities are uniformly favoraHALL
ST. MARK'S
down- Impure blood runs you
Solo "Why Art Thou Cast IJown"
ble.
makes you an easy victim for organ
Would' JUDGE ABBOIT SETS
llrad&ireets says most leading inle diseases.
liurdock Dlood Hitters
Mrs. Marie Christian Smith.
dustries report full order books and
Sixth purifies the blood cures the cause
St. Mary's ball on North
Anthem
backward deliveries.
occamerry
of
a
street
was
you
the
up.
builds
Selected
Hanks gained on week's currency Solo
CRIMINAL DOCKE sion last nisht. when the ladies of the
Mrs. H. J. Collins.
movement, $11,962,700.
Tre Klks' dub room committee an
Catholic church Invited their hus'
D
earnings
week
for fourth
Louisville
bands and frieniU to the hall for an nounces that all out of town patrons
First Methodist. The Hev. J.
106,9K9.
of March increased
seventy-fiv- e
wishing
About
to reserve seuts for "The
evening
at
cards.
Moiiduy, April ti.
Mexican Central earnings for Feb- Hollins, L. I., jiustor.
people were present and a most en- Klk's Tooth," April 8 and 9, can do
Territory vs. J. J. Hums, alias I joyable
The Sunday school meets at 9:45.
ruary net Increase of $710,446.
evening resulted. Cards were so by advising IJoy McDonald on or
V. I. aw ton; forgery.
Strangers are made welcome.
for several before Saturday, date sale opens.
Morning worship, wtih sermon by
Territory vs. F. U. Harmon; for the order of i nterta iinient
Kansas City Livestock.
which a delicious lunhours,
after
Kansas City. April fi. Cattle re- the pastor, at 11; theme, "The Rev Keiy and uttering forgery.
a dance
served,
was
then
cheon
ai.
Territory vs. Henry Cain; forgery was
ceipts 0000, Including &0 southerns. olutionary uiiaracicr or me (iospei.
had.
Kpworth league meets at 6:45.
ami uttering forgery.
steers
Market unchanged. Southern
Another Shipment of
Kvenlng service at 7:30, under the
Territory vs. Henry I'ain; forger
$4.00(vS.r0; southern cows fi.uont)
4.2S; Btockers and
feeders $3.75i auspices of the Hrotherhood of St. and uttering forgery.
HARRISON
4.90; bulls 13.00 Crr 4.2 !i ; calves $3.50 Paul.
Following is the eveninu orTiiexla, April U
Territory vs. James Ernest;
G'tl.ti; western fed steers $4.25 'n 5. SO der:
lar
western fed cows $3.00i4.50.
ceny.
Address "Good Citizenship"
VISITS SANTA EE
Sheep receipts none. Market steady.
Territory vs. Isidro Carmt-loet al
Hon. Geo. S. Klock
Muttons $5. 60416.00;
lambs $7.40i
larceny in a shop.
Cornet Solo
Felix
Hlalscs
H.0O; range wethers $5. bo 6 6.90; fed Tenor Solo
"Father, I Stretch My
r. it. Prown; as
territory
ewes $. 000 5.80.
Carter iiirrison arrived
liriggs sault with Intent to murder and as in
Hands to Thee"
Santa Ke ycslcrda on an outing
a deadly weapon.
Mr. Thomas Hull.
with
suult
Just in.
Chicago Livestock.
Territory vs. Clay It. Preston; fur and was Vsoon after j ilneu by hisu
Solo "He Shall Feed
Chicago, April 6. Cattle receipts, Contralto
Harrison,
ulso
brother,
Preston
uttering
pass.
and
a
His
Flock
Like
a
railroad
Shepherd"....
fly WiHlm-xlay- ,
:mi0. Market steady.
Heev.-The two gen$4.2u'n
resident of Chicago.
April 10.
N'ovello
6.70; cows $l.S0f( 5.00; heifers $2.75
tlemen are out for a rest ami their
vs.
Territory
S.
It.
lingers;
F.
Mrs.
William
Miller.
II i.40; calves $5,75 4( 7.50; good
to Heading ' The Legend of
intention is to remain in the southwest
obtaining money by bogus checks.
the Poor
I'ivi' shipments in live
poor
to
lirlme steers $5.D0ft 6.70;
for about two weeks. Mr. Harrison
g. Joe Michell ;ussault
Territory
.Sister''
Miss Kve Rowers
weeks tells flic slor of why
says that the only Indi ins he has ever
medium $4.254ii 5.40; stockers and Anthem
to
with
intent
murder
and
Church
Choir
assault
feeders $2. 85 M 5.00.
seen are of the stocky. rd variety and
they aro so fresh anil cri-The
weapon.
deadly
wi'.li
urdlally
a
public
to
The
Invited
Sheep receipts 3500, market steady. all
now he intends to see the real thing.
I liurMlav,
price
sell
helps
us
April
ulso.
to
ilicm
services.
II.
cap6.65
Western $4.50
yearlings J6.50
he left the
Territory, vs. George Drown, alius With this end in lev
accompanied by his
'a'7.50: lambs $6.25 di K.30
Ant joii Inlying llircv pacUaKOs
western
I'irM liaptiit Church 4 ni ner o Spot Drown; receiving stolen goods. ital this morning, pueblo
!6.50(iS.35.
brother,
of Taos and
for
the
of Stsla
for a ipiartcr?
Hroadway and Lead.
Territory vs. J.ouis J. Dardet; ob- the cliff dwellings. II will
probably
Sunday school nt 9:45 a. in
taining money bv false representa- return to Santa
m II thoiu nt that prlc-- .
c
Omaha Livestock.
leaving
for
before
1
1
p
Preaching at
a. m. and 7:30
tion.
Uriah. t. April 6. Cattle 1'cceiplS,
'hlcugo.
s. .Xun.io Micelli
president o
Territory
100.
anJ
Market unchanged. Western m., by Hev. J. F. Hoi.-xAlainoeniti,
college
liuplist
at
the
I.eandro Dionisio, otherwise known
steers $3.25 4r 5.25; Texas steers $3.00
as l.eanilro Donese; larceny from the
iiC4.40; cows and heifers $2.25 dv 4.50 ; N. M.
WILL LECTURE AT
H. Y. P. C at 6 45 p
person.
canners $2.00 'if 3.00; stockers and
,1
t.
Strangers ale cordial!
I riduy, April 12.
feeders $3.00 n D.00; calves $3.00'!!'
all services.
7 00; bulls $2.h0(j 4.40.
Territory vs. Manuel Garcia, alias
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
.Musical Selections.
Manuel Garainillo; stealing sheep.
Sheep reclepts 8000, market steady.
Morning Service.--OiUTerritory vs. Toman Padllla, et al.,
Yearlings $6.25 41)7.00; wethers $5.75
1
6.35, ewes $5.U0fi 5.S5; lambs $7.25
Prelude "Symphoiilque ". .
with Intent to murder.
HOMER H. WARD. Mgr.
Dy special reoucst, beginning to
'irS.15.
Saturday, April 13.
Kusscll King Miller
Anthem "Hock of Ages"
Teriitory vs. Jack Jlrjer; assault morrow afternoon, April 7, in lo
will
Produce Market.
Dudley Ilu'k with intent to murder and assault Christian church, tin- minister
give a series of three lectures on the
w it h a deadly weapon.
quotaChicago. April 6. Closing
Mrs. McDonald. Soloist
Offertory Aria from "Klijah"
.
tions:
Juan Sedillo, charged with imper-.nuliii- following subjects:
.515 Marble Ave.
April T "The Dibi Illuminated,"
a police officer and obtaining
Wheat May 76 ; July
MelldelsSollTi
1111.
a
le
study
phenomena.
olo "Fear Not Ye,
.
money
.
.
of
by
Corn May 46: July 46'.1.
unlawful means, pleaded
Israel:"
Telephone 206
April 11 "Science Illuminated," a
July
Dudh-oats May
Huek not tmln this inoi niiiK. ii; case wus
study of spiritual phenomena.
Mrs. Hoy McDonald,
Pork May $15.85; July $15.95.
t.n Aju il f.l ll.
i
Two-rooa
organ Postlude "Cortege". .
April 21 "Life Illuminated,"
leu house for
J.ard May $S.75'.j; July $8.1(5.
What 'will be worn by ladles next study of God's square deal.
Hibs May $8.52 Vi ; July $v7o.
Kussell Kim; Mill.
i heap; goisl riKif. cimn! well, etc.
summer ' asks a woman in a letter
These lectures are f ee and will beLvening Service.
Iiupiiit' at store.
to Most Anything. Clothes, rnuduin, gin promptly at u o'clock p. in. All
re,au Prelude
Scltcr Market.
"Meditation"
progressive Ibink- is ate invited.
St. Louis, April 6. Spell.
quiet.
Ix.- Maigrr and bus of them, except .it tin: seaiffertory "Aria"
i70
Giordan! hul e.
Duet
Selected
lailroaders, Organ Postlude "Marche
mechanics,
Farmers,
lion Miiuk that pile
can't be
Helig- Vl
on Ir. Thoma' F.clectrlc Oil.
Thousands
obstinate cases
luse
Le Malgre cured
sling
or
cuts,
by
of
out
burns
Ointment,
been
cured
lJoun's
Takes the
have
R r- any drug store.
Pulu cunnot stay
l.ruises at once.
TAKING-WH- ITE in cents at
YOURS
FOR
THE
here it is used.
FREE LUNCH AT THE
EL- TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
Albuquerque's Leading Tailors
I'llK Dia.ll.AK DIG (IIUKIV EPH ANT.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
l
Dl MI'liING KKAST AT TDK
ELEPHANT.
BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
K'l.lUlilS IIOIKD Tn.MOItltOM. CITY
Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hunil. I'laie Vour
AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
t IIU KI V AND Dl MI'I.INGS AT
AT
LUNCH
WHITE
FREE
THE
TAURANT. FROM NOON TO 3
M. Till-l i. roMoit- Oi l Mill
Onler
noi
.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
tlEPHANT.
I tOW.

The takhiK of testimony in
county on bthulf of
Andrews, which has been In progress
during the entire week, has developed tome very interesting facts.
fifty and lxly witnesses wera
examined in all, and from many of
the outlying precincts camo evidence
which reflects badly upon the methods reiHirted to by the democrats and
reform
the
H develops that there was hardly an
outiyinK voting place that was not
surrouaded by deputy sheriffs, who
Interfered with the voters and In sev
eral Instances voters were arrested
without warrants and thrown In
Jail, where they were Kept until tho
following day. In one precinct from
which forty votes were returned for
Delegate Andrews, it was shown that
fifty-liv- e
straight republican votes
No republican chal
hail been cast.
lengers were permitted in some pre
cincts until mandamuses were gotten
out. It was shown that several pelsons voted in Did Albuiiuerque whose
nanus do not appear on the register
and for whom no allldavlts were
made. In fact, this was found to be
Th
the care In many precincts.
methods pursued by the executive
committee of the people's and demo
cratic party were fully gone into and
muck valuable testimony was elicited
in behalf of Delegate Andrews.
The testimony was taken in the
office of W. 1). Childcr. before Judge
Jeorge Jl. Craig and Thos. K. Mad
The contest
dison. notaries public.
proceedings w ere brought by I ). A
Larrar-ola- .
probably
hav
but it would
been better for the contestant had he
contlned his Inquiries to districts out
side of Bernalillo county. The shott
ing here will do anything but aid his
cause.

nw

Foldinr
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THREE DAYS TRAMP

Line When Preparation Being Made For
Class Day) Exercises No
Sale.Opened-Sho- w
Monday Night.
Track Alcet This Year.

00 People Were

Witnesses Testify That Andrews Was Robbed of
Many Votes.
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DRiiGS,

PATENTS,

STATIONERY

CONFECTIOXEBY,
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323 South Second Street

-
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'

The
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N. II. ANDRUS
Old

Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

firing tne your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T.

& S. V.

R. R.

1

10

West Gold Ave.

Cd

v- -

u--

Chas. L. Keppeler

-0

-

I) K A L. E R I N

AWNINGS

X

nt

1

317 and 319 South Second Street

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

1

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

l IrcJ

i

1

m

V

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

onvenience - Comfort - Security

G
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The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
YOU

NEU

The
telephone
preserves)
your heal lit, prolongs your lite
and protects your home.

TELEriTOXE

A

IN YOUR IlOSm

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

I

Opinion

In regard to some thinKS,
neper
as to the excellence of the bnt
meat sold
of this market.

Crackers and
Cakes

GR

,

i.

Chops, Steaks, Roasts,
or anything else which you buy from
and we deliver to you caa b set
liowr as a settled fact that thvy'r
the hest to be had. For healthy meat
iii correct prices, patronize this mtr
k- t.

s
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The Champion Grocery Co.
622-624-

:

MATTEt'CCI BROS.
TIJeras Ave.
Phone

St- -

;

-

c

,

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company

an

.

42;

.

7V

.

"THE"- - XI
MtlVtK O I ALL

BREAD O

YOUR GROCER HAS IT

as.-au-lt

.

FRENCH BAKERY

K

SO

2 mABT RAILftJ

.

ALWAYS

FRESttTASTY

PHOTCCTtD

U. S.

PATENT

-

H9

:

F. Tomei & Brothers

w

J.

C.

3J

15ALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

PAINT

S

Covers more,

tha longest, most economical; full measure.

BUILDINO

FIRST STREET

best, wears

Always In stock.
1'laster. Lime. Cement.
Bash. Doors, Ete.
AND COAL AVE. AI.IJl'QV'EIKil'H. NK
JfEI.

PAPER

Paint Glass,

look

TAUK

ALBUQUEKQUE

8l.

ARRIVALS

F

Is Again (iovcrnor

FUNNY
This Generally the Case but

a Recent Batch Attracted
Attention Above Others.

INTEREST

BURGLAR

Where Many Old Ball Favorites Are and What They
Are Now Doing.

Bicycle Popularity and Use Is
Sinclair Has Been Offered New
postmaster,
Drake.
Silas lipupy
Again on the Upward Tendenmayor, chief of police, tire chief, and
Home For His Colony at
founder of Lincoln, has offered Sin
Jersey.
cy. Say Dealers.
Lincoln. New
clair and the other members of the
New York. April

6.

New York had

llir

rTn--

ni; nieant. they said they saw some
nk-umbrellas In Home and Naples
ihat were very cheap, and they con- Jrcd that they would be nice In
Uiln country where they had heard
rain sometimes does fall. The sus- utrlon is, that they were contract
laborers, and that the contractors
MPDlied them with the umbrellas as
Well, if
of identification.
a means
that! was true, he was able to tell
tbem apart without trouble, ns they
kept quite distinct from the army
from other sections.

burncd-ou- t
colony a
wall
Helicon
large frame building and a section of
lend at Lincoln, suitable for a co-- i
peratlve settlement.
Lincoln would
h.wdly be considered a I'topla.
it Is
on the Central railroad of New Jersey and l,ehigh Valley railroads. Any
A
local train will stop If (lagged.
large Incubator factory Is also locatInto
came
ed there. Mr. Irake first
as mayor of Lincoln. At
I imminence
that time the members of his council were all women. When the late
Alexander Dowle. the second Klljah,
was storming New York, Mr. Drake
offered a large section of Lincoln to
tin prophet. Dowle sent one of his
lieutenants to investigate, but decided that Lincoln was hardly a second

National League Flyers.

port from the camp of the Nationals.
Murray savs he is trying to convince
his men that base ball Is a serious
business, and that they haven't time
Though
to think of anything else.
things don't look bright this season
for Hanlon with his Heds, there Is
still hope that they may win other
laurels. Since Mr. Herman has been
elected president of the bowling association he might get up a ten-pi- n
team from their midst and do things
with It.
Bayonne will be represented by
team this
stiong
jcar. The Bayonne Athletic club Is
games
ready to book
with NyacK
Haverstraw, Olen Cove, oyster Bay,
Sea CHIT, Somervllle, Koselle, Matta
wan. Suffern, and other teams of like
calibre.
The promoters of the Newark Ath
letic league team have not selected
but it is
their playing grounds,
thought that they will be either the
old shooting park or Morris park, on
Hlor.mfleld avenue, near city line.
The Murad base ball team, composed of clerks of 111 Fifth avenue, will
schedule games on holidays and Sun
days in April and May, and on hull
days and Saturday afternoons In June
July and August, with amateur teams
only, and those from bnnks, trust
companies nnd wholesale houses pre
ferred.
It begins to look as If MetSraw was
not crazy with the heat when he gave
un 110,000 each for Shannon and
Seymour. These two saved the day
with the Athletics,
in the first
j Kpymou; ,hasl been consistently
pm a lnst the ff,nre a

Zion City.

Postoffice Improvement.
are expecting much
pleasure to result from the new regulation of the postoffice, whereby a
.permit will be able to mail a letter
by special delivery without buying a
special delivery stamp, but can make
p the delivery stamp with ordinary
tamps. The special delivery of lct-thas proved to be a great convenience, and thousands avail themselves of the privilege: but each and
all of them chafed at the necessity
ot sending specially to the postoffice
for the necessary stamps. They had
to make a special journey to buy
wtiat was necessary to insure that
Uncle Sam would send a special
with their letter. Now It can
Ko the same as any letter, with the
wings
of special messenger.
added
-r

mes-enjr-

er

lViinsylvnnia Terminal.
"Work on the Pennsylvania railroad
New York terminal and tunnels Is being pushed with great rapidity. Considerable sections of the tunneling
were actually completed, and there
n
has been another "meeting" of
this time In Long Island City.
"The southernmost of the four tubes
driven from Kast avenue under
the Long Island railroad passenger
terminal toward the river has reached
Ue river shaft, and is now connected
with the tubes that run out under the
water. Only three ni four days ago
rtbe headings bound In opposite directions under 32nd street, Manhattan, came nearly under Third avenue,
to that there are continuous passages
from the Kast river to Fifth avenue
under both 32nd and 33rd streets.
Righty-flv- e
per cent of the excavation work in the area bounded by
Seventh and Ninth avenue and 81st
and 32nd streets, is done, Between
Harrison, on the present main line of
the Pennsylvania and the Bergen Hill
turnpike, several bridges have been
k
obstructed. The one over the
river is nearly finished.
tun-n-i-

Ix-Jn-

How Little) We Know.
How little we or the doctors knowabout our bodies is shown in the case

of James Henry Smith, "Silent Jones"
as he was known so rich that he hardly knew what to do with his money,
millions
and with all his seventy-fiv- e
ot dollars he dies suddenly, and the
man who could draw his check for
millions is checked himself off life's
books. And now It transpires that the
man who was going through society
gatherings, the envy of everybody as
healthy apparently as could be found.
has had a cancer. He was doctored
for an aching tooth, and yet had the
deadliest disease that ever man had.
do their part, but when a
deeper probe Is needed mankind, even
the most skilful physicians stand as
Ignorant as a boy In presence of a
disease that searches the whole body
for places In which to lay and fruclfy
the deadliest agency. And with all
his wealth he dropped In death in a
foreign land, with his newly wed
wife, to be sure, at his side, but In
land of strangers and surrounded
by them.
Kye ; lasses for Children.
The children of the public schools
are badly off for eyes, it appears, and
ine pnys.cians say iney mus fear
glasses, inow many oi mem, inaeea,
are poor, some of them very poor.
and they cannot only not afford, but
really cannot raise the money with
So the
which to pay for
school authorities are going to pro- vnae mem tat me puduc expenue.
This Js a new doctrine, but It strikes
the public as alright. The children
are the future citizens, nnd In one re- spect at least. If no other, they de- mand with Irrefusable right the gift of
for they are the future
soldiers and sailors of the country,
very
poor
ones they will be If
and
they have not good eyesight. The
education of the children is the work
of the state, if it costs millions.
OLD TIM Kit.

OF MAGNATE'S

SLICE

MILLIONS

New York. April 3. Emllle (liigs- by. the beautiful young woman who
was known as the ward of Chas. T.
Yerkes, the traction millionaire, who
died a year ago, has emerged from
Woman ArrvMM Itiirglars.
a brief but decisive contest the pos
To the gentle act of jlu Jltsu and a sessor of a big slice of the Yerkei
to
young woman's knowledge of how
millions.
During the last few years of his
apply it. Bernard Block owes the fact
west
In
the
bars
life, Yerkes made his home with Miss
the
behind
is
he
that
side court prison, proclaiming that he Urigsby and her mother In a mansion
not a burglar lit spite of the fact on Park avenue. It was luxuriously
ball for furnished and loaded down with costthat he is held In 11.000young
n ly
objects of art.
trial on that charge. The
His wife lived In
whose jiu Jilsu worked so badly another part of the city, also In a
tor Block is Mrs. Nellie Monahan, state of splendor.
wife of Detective Sergeant Monahan.
After the death of the magnate It
Her hatred for would-b- e lawbreakers - was said that Miss Orlgsby would
is due to the fact that she has broth- claim a large share of the estate.
era. uncles and other relatives on the- There was much activity on the part
wl ice force. Mrs. Monahan Is thirtywo-aa-

fair. Drettv and flump. Scarcely had
her husband left his home a few days
ago, than there came the sound of
someone at work at the lock of the
dining room door. Mrs. Monahan
did not cry for help but she threw

open the door and surprised Block
experimenting
with skeleton keys.
sprang to his feet knocked her
M
down and then fled. Fleet of foot
m was the fugitive, Mrs. Monahan
was at his heels before he got a fair
start down Amsterdam aveuue, nnd
when a block away he saw he could
not escape her, he dropped. Mrs,
Monahan fell over him, but before he
coald arise she was on her feet, had
seised his right arm at the wrist,
kubled it under his collar bone, and
then had him safe by one of the
amplest kind of holds In jiu lltsu.
"Oct up," she ordered. She gave his
wrist a twist to emphasize her command, and her prisoner howling with
inln, got to his freet meekly enough.
With her other hand at the nap of

Don't have that tired,
n
and languid feelPrepare
ing thi Spring.
the system for the season's
change by taking a course
It w i l
of the Bitters.
clean out winter impurities
from the blood and cure
run-dow-

1

Spring Fever, General
Debility, Dyspepsia, Indigestion or Costiveness.

league suics,

Cleveland papers are screaming for
the pennant and they can prove it.
Thev claim they have a cincn. cieve-- i
land always looks like a winner in the
spring. Billy Hogg, of the Yankees,
will be glad to Jearn that the fast Inshoot which he hurled into Bill Brail- Uy's arm, breaking It, at the wrist,
has not permanently hurt the great
baseman. Bradley Is throw lug with
the same lightening speed,
Though Griffith has quit trying,
two other clubs in the league are en- the
deavorlng to get Tyrus Cobb,
crack young outfielder from Detroit,
give
to
and
willing
Flick
Cleveland Is
Boston orfers parent. r'licK, Dy me
He
way, has signed his contract.
was the last of Lajorie's men to hold
nut.
If the white Sox win the pennant
again this year, President Comlskey
has promised to take them to Yucatan next spring and give them a
training camp 8.000 feet above the
sea. Base ball erased down there, he
says.
If the Sox win the championship again,. Commy may get so excited that he will start around the
world with them.
Barger, one of Orifftth's young
pitchers, has been practicing Mathew-son'- s
"
great
ball for years,
anil (irlff says that the youngster's
handling of It looks good.
Washington
and Lee university
base bull schedule has the largest
number of games ever scheduled by
the university. The team Is In ex- ellent shape, and has worked intra
under the coaching of R. H. Brown,
ot Dartsmouth. who developed last
fall one of the university s best foot
ball elevens. He has been secured for
three years.

r
ii

j
mi
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NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

commended an appropriation of
From the Financial Review.
for the current year, and It
Clifford Pinchot. In charge bf the was granted
by the house of repreforestry bureau of the agricultural sentatives. This money Is wanted
for
department, estimates that the forest permanent Improvements. and the
reserves of the I'nlted States, which most Imperative need Is trails to enalready contain 27.000.000 acres, or able the foresters and rangers to get
about 200.000 square miles, are worth over the ground rapidly to stop fires.
11. tun, nno. 000. and that the standing It Is absolutely necessary that they
timber upon tbem is worth 1700,000,-loi- i. should have quick access to every
writes William K. Curtis In the part of a reserve, and tl.BOfl.onO Is
Chicago kecord-llerald- .
asked for that purpose. By this means
These reserves have an area equi- several times that amount of money
valent to thai of New Kngland, New could be saved every year by prevent
York, Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsyl- ing fires.
vania, Maryland. Virginia and the
The government loses from
District of Columbia combined. He
to
annually from
expects not onlv to make the forest that cause, 115.000.000
and the greater part of
but to make It could lie saved if the facilities were
service
an annual Income or lH.ooo.ouu a provided. If our reserves, which are
year for the public treasury by selling the most extensive
and the most valthe dead and down timber and cutting uable of any nation In the world,
out that which Is ripe and should be were maintained on the Prussian
removed. This money, after paying basis, we would have 1.600 supervisthe expense of maintenance, it Is pro- ors and 117.000 rangers employed for
posed to divide between the federal their protection. Instead of ninety sutreasury nnd the states In which the pervisors and 800 rangers, ns at presforest reserves are located. In 1905 ent. Our rangers are expected to
the revenue from timber sold the per- cover nn area of. 200,000 acres each,
mits for grazing and other sources and each supervisor a territory of
amounted to :.!. oao; In 190B It was 1.413,000 acres. Their task Is made
176:1.533, and I" 1907 It will probably the more difficult because there are
amount to something over a million few trails, no telegraph or telephone
dollars. Nor are these the only pos- lines, no bridges and passage throughsible sources of revenue to the gov- out the forests generally Is obstructed
ernment fropi the forest reserves. It by fallen timber nnd undergrowth so
Is proposed to sell the water power to that In many cases It Is necessary for
manufacturing Industries at the rate the rangers to travel long distances
of 75 cents per horsepower per year, to reach llres that are burning rapand that should bring an additional idly.
income of several million dollars. It
The fai t that the ground Is covered
Is expected
that the forest reserve
dead and dTy timber and brush
bureau of the agricultural department with
by the the fires more destructive ns well as
will become
more
frequent and more dlflcult to
year 1911. Last year more than a put
Where the ground Is clear
million dollars was appropriated for It Is out.
considered nn advantage to have
Its support, nn.l this year about 1900,-00It
burned over every year or so. The
a reduction of 1100,000. The refertilize the soil nnd the fires
quirements will decrease more rapid- ashes
ly in the future, as soon ns the bureau keep down the useless underbrush,
robs the trees of the nourishcompletes Its organization and builds which
they are entitled to. A large
a system of roads, trails and bridges ment
part
of the fallen timber Is valuable
by which the interior of the forests
can be utilized. It Is now sold
may be reached. At present it Is Im- and
bidder In sections ns
possible to get nt much of the dead to the as"highest
they want. The contractors
and down timber, and enormous loss- large
usually lumbermen In the vicines from lire and wastage take place are
ity. They are required to build roads
every year.
for thats-easoand practically
the ground
Secretary Wilson and Mr. Pinchot within the limits clear
of their contract, so
asked congress to advance the bureau as to remove the greatest
danger of
'ne um . . """""". OI fire. They are also allowed to cut a
.""''"TI
wmcn
sa.iMiu.ui.ij couia oe nvai.aoie ceTtain amount of standing timber,
this year for the purpose of making wnlt.h pnoul(1 ,)P tieared away for the
permanent improvements In order to 1)enent of the other treef,. The 8uper-reallupon the wealth that lies vlsor(, nn(1 rangers go through
the
latent in the forest reserve, and. at forest .mark the trees that can be cut.
the same time to protect It from In- - aml tne
,et the lumbermen go In and
Jury and destruction.
The longer work um)pr th(, pupervlsion of
improvements are put off the Pj,ectors.
All of the proceeds from
more tie government will lose. If the!,h ...to nt hi iimir
or. tr
ih.
necessary facilities can be provided at treasury ns a special
can be
once, a great deal of valuable timber used for the protectionfundandandImprove
can be saved and sold ami the money ment of the forests in addition to the
turned Into the treasury. Mr. Pinchot regular appropriations.
During the
promised that the entire 15.000.000 year 1906 the receipts were over
asked for will be returned with Inter 1150.000 from this source, chiefly In
est within ten years If congress will Mnialia. Wyoming and Arizona,
permic mm to proviue mese lacumcs.
The u.ney Is wanted this year to
I" build cabins for the use of the
The situation of the government
to that of a man who has aiprs; fences to keep out stock, tele-lartract of bile property that would ,lh(1e Hues so that the rangers at the
pay him handsome dividends by the different stations
can communicate
expenditure of a little money In Im- - wUh each other; ftre Unos and ditches
provements.
owns;.,. niWi.ni the Ki,r,i,l nf fire- hriares
The government
this vast empire of forests which, at over CHnvona
e
deep streams In
lowest estimate might be mail,ier to ecnnnmlze travel, and for tools,
to pay a revenue of !;. 000.000 a year, implements nnd other necessary ma-hit Is tirst necessary to provide terial. There ought to be thousands
means to make it accessible.
nf nll
nt hnrsehnck trails Ihromrh
The committee on agriculture re- - each of the forest reserves.

capital snd surplus, $iou,uoo
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of the ;reut Yerkes Fortune.
of her lawyers, but no golden shower
cume to the young woman as a result
of It.
Her claims were finally reduced to a demand for a certificate
for 47,000 shares of promotion bonds
or lerkes London underground rail
way. The certificate had been made
out In blank and deposited with the
i entral Trust company.
Miss Grigs
by demanded the certificate on th"!
ground that Yerkes had deposited It
in trust for her. The executors of
the estate also claimed the certlfl
rate.
A few
days ago Miss fjrlgsby
brought suit for the bonds.
The
suit had beep In court two days when
her lawyers announced with a smile
that it would never be tried.
The
other fellows had settled.
Miss Grlgsby would not have suf
fered hardship If she had lost the
contest.
She has the magnificent
house on Park avenue and Yerke
had otherwise provided liberally for
ner before his death.
erkes' widow, who became Mrs
Vinson niizuer soon utter her mag
nate husband s death, lives in seclus
ion in a Fifth avenue mansion. The
troubles with her new husband
which resulted In a separation, and
worry over the tangled affairs of the
esiute. have caused her to shun even
She has few visitors
her friends.
una parades ner house, nun .i nm
conglomeration of art objects, likt

Solfclta

0,

!

MISS KMIIJK
;UI(iSBY.
Sim Hum Just lUxfivrd a
share

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

yourself, of what your end will be If
(New York Herald. )
continue. Think of what you
"Do you wish to stop smoking?" you
let the liquor alone.
Don't might be if yousimple
Have you tried and failed?
things, and in
Just
these
despair; it Is the easiest thing In the a verydo short
you will have no
time
world to give up the weed, or any more taste for liquor.
Use no will
bad habit for that matter."
power whatever.
It isn't necessary,
men. and It will
They were two newspaper
do you no good.'
One had smoked for twenty years and
simple advice at first made
had suddenly given up the habit the"Such
young man laugh, but the earnThe estness
without the least dilttculty.
the Hindoo and his newof
other had tried for years to give it found elderly
friend impressed him.
up and always failed.
it was so simple and it cost nothing
"Tell me how; how did you do it?" to try. He would do It.
asked the smoker. "You must have
"That night he earned a dollar doan extraordinary will power."
ing an
Job for a saloonkeeper,
"My dear boy, will power has noth and he odd
proceeded at once to spend
ing whatever to do with It."
money at the bar. With his first
Looking at his friend, the smoker the
drink of whisky he thought of the
showed his surprise.
degradation of drink, the poverty, the
No; believe me, it is a mistake wretchedness, and the vice which acpeople make. They try to cure them- company it. He kept on drinking
selves of bad habits by will power. with the same mental pictures before
but they can never r.ucceed in that him. Still he drank until he was
way. Let me tell you all about It. too drunk to stand and was kicked
Do, by all means. I want to hear out of the place, only to be arrested
smoking cud put In a cell.
about how you stopped
without using will power."
"He was discharged,
and again
'Well, I'll tell you. All yuu need sought the saloon. Those 'dyjik picHe perA few tures' were still with hlm.
Is a little mental suggestion.
yeurs ago I knew a very talented suaded the bartender to give him a
young man who was going to pieces drink of whisky, promising to sweep
floor or do any little job for him.
because of his Insane desire for the
whisky.
He realized his condition, Strange to say, he felt a disgust for
I lacing.
everything hj could to stop, but that whisky, but he drank it down,
Jockev Koerner has gone from did
purpose.
no
Friends
deserted anyhow.
to
days'
A
to
two
Louisville.
Oakland
"Later In the day he again went
accelerated him; his talents served him no longer into
suspension by Holtman
to get another drink,
He Intends resting n and the street seemed to be his only He a saloon glass,
his departure.
put It to his lips.
filled the
refuge.
One day he found himself
week, before reporting at Aqueduct.
Hoston. alter a stolen ride on a but could not drink it.
it seemed
John Oliver Keene surprised every - In
a
miracle,
but it was neverthe-lessl- v
freight, and. while wandering aim- like
body by shipping his string from Dak'ess
u
day
on that
fact.
From
streets,
that
an amiable
throueh the
land to New York. It Includes Man
never touched a drop of
dator. Red Leaf and Mansard in the old man stopped and talked to him. man has
The old gentleman had seen at ajliuor. and he stands today high In
older division, and the twoyear-old- s
honored and revered
Boas nnd Kxchequer. The last named glanctt that here was a man whose hls profession,
" wno Know mm.
face showed ability and refinement, "
is regarded as the pick of the lot.
'"Well,"
said
the newspaper man
nno
of
hand
but
the
whom
slronir
W. It. Jennings has just purcnasea
I heard this story from him
rancn near wonmanu, drink had taken hold sc. tightly that when
a
I
'"ought
would try It and apply
California, and Intends breeding his wreck and ruin were trfon him. The
Really, I
habit.
old man learned everything of the!'1'0 "'' finoking seriously
hereafter.
own
about It,
"ut thlllk vvrV
vnumr man's desire to ston drinking
curiosity was aroused and
,
and his utter lack of power to do so. m,t
."''
Miscellaneous.
wanted to see what there was In it
Healers say the bicycle Is coming He said to him:
anyhow.
" 'Don't be discouraged.
I'll take
back, us sales show that It is receiv
''So eveiy time I lit a cigar
ing popular favor.
They say that piu to a man light now. a Hindoo thought of a cusnldor in a saloon thei
wheels are now simple and more philosopher, who will tell you how to morning after. How disgusting it
durable than of old, and good roads cure the drink habit without difficulty looked with its cigar stubs and to
and better streets have helped the and in a very short time.'
bacco juice bespattered all over it
"His confidence inspired, the young Then 1 thought of the men's cabin on
causes.
new
vigor
with
give
him
man
Is
with
to
walked
A.
French
Howard.
a ferryboat, how filthy It was, and
valuable gold medal to the rider cov ami energy rushing through his veins how It smelt. I kept right on smok
ering the greatest mileage this year. and a feeling of hopefulness such us lng. Well, ilo you know In a very
The cyclometer he had not had for a long time.
all being eligible.
short time I got a disgust for smok
readings are to be taken dally nnd
"lu due time they arrived ut the ing. I remember one morning lightpri ing a cigar, taking a few puffs and
house, one of those
tiled each month, with a sworn state
ment. Motoring Is said to be enjoy vate houses In Hoston. They were at throwing it away in disgust. That
lng the same wave of popularity, once ushered into the room, where , W11K something remarkable with me,
fine dealer reports orders for twenty me llinoK, i tun. uiKiiuiru mail ti loiter in the day I lit another cigar.
The telephone companies are taking little past middle age, met them. He but I could not smoke it. I was ab
advantage, of the simplicity nnd the was one of those men from India solutely cured of the habit Just by
low cost of maintenance to equip their who do mystic things, credited with this little mental suggestion.
This
suburban men with these machines In magical power, but after all, there happened years ago, and I have not
llaltimore, while the park ooard and was nothing of the black art about the least desire ever to smoke again
police board saw the advantages of him. He was a man who believed
the machine for duty In the public that clean habits brought the most
The News No pure ru& cough
happiness and that mental suggestion laws would be needed, if all cough
park last season.
Joe Thomas and Willie Lewis have was a great aid lu bringing about cures were Ilk Dr. Snoop's Cough
to fight within two :.uc ' Ii a condition.
been matched
been for 20 years.
'Young man. you have exhausted Cure is and hat now
weeks before the club offering the
national law
requires that if
best terms. The two men agreed to your will power, said ine Hindoo, af The
What vou ary poisons entei into a cough mix
weigh 150 pounds at 3 o'clock on the ter hearing his ttory
day of the tight. Tim Hurst has been need is a little mental suggestion, and ture, it must be printed on the label
selected us referee. Hlds for the bat- you will be a new man In a short or package. For thla reason mothers. S
tleground closed at the ltartholdt on time. You can apply such suggestion and others, should insist on having
Tuesday with Harry Foley. Thomas yourself. Let me tell you how. Now, Dr. Shoop'a Cough Cure. No poison
has defeated Honey Mellody twice, keep right on drinking, but when- marks on Dr. Shoop'a labels and
and the Charleston fighter has twice ever you are about to swallow a glass none In the medicine, else It must by
knocked out Lewis. So on paper, at ot whiskey think of something nasty, law be on the label. And It'a not only
Uat, It looks as if Willie were up disgusting, and disagreeableYou Insee,con- safe, but It ia said to be by those that
a
ugainst it.
nection with the drink.
Willard F. Downs, of Hay Shore, I.. bad habit is usually based on the know It best, a truly remarkable
you
cough remedy. Take no chance, parare
getting
I., is building u class q boat for fiise principle that
ticularly with your children. Insist on
Hubert A. Hrown Atlantic Yacht dub. enjoyment out of It.
next drink you take, having Dr. Shoop'a Cough Cure. Com1h in boat is being built from designs
"Now. thesomething
very unpleas- pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
by Henry J. (ilelow. and wijl be In jusl think of
conformity to the general rule. Her ant in connection with it. Think, if with otheri and see No poison marks
atarvlng
mother and there. You can always be on the aafe
will,
Hay,
In
ou
owner will race her
llravetichd
of the
for the
lii.sNiblv at Larchniont. and will take children waiting at home
tide by demanding Dr. Shoop'a Cough
uei no. i n In ine jainc&tutMi exposi- - drunken husband, think of what a Cure.
Slmrly refuse to accept any
Is to
sr
man
a
drunken
lion, in snil for the international .iiuiriiut in iiilnir
tjlj by all druggists.
U ophy.
the per.on who is sober. Think ofolhei
250-ae-

Mttna and Uniurpittjtf Faellltlta.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $15,009.90.
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In spite

of the hammering the Browns gave
him Ham Crane says Mathewsnn will
be back In his old form of 105 or
thereabouts when the big show opens.
The rest of McOrnw's men are roundpolo
ing to, and the hearts of i
grounds Hre glad.
ruling
Hilly Murray is
the Phillies
with an Iron hand, according to re-

e

The public

iuv.

SATl

112.-000,0-

pion Sinclair.

nish copy as fast as they ask for It.
III! very latest sorrow comes from the
Ii it spressiblc mayor of a Jersey town.

a novelty pr scnled In a butch of Im
migrants the. other "Hy. i suauysight fur the curlbaggngc If
au the oitit looking bugs and Ihix- . Irnnks and bunnies, always
hi
of those who go
Ira't the attention
lrK ulntiK the streets, meet ii drove of
mid women who struggled
the
)lut the
aJo;iK In a motley crowd.
.ftandr crowd came from Naples, andthay liad no sooner landed and sturtwj lor their railroad than earn and
a! of them hoisted umbrellas, and
ii sol. mn procession made their way
Minna between the ranks or astonish
rd tvectators. When asked what It

CITIZEN.

1

t'pton Sinclair appears to be confronted with a problem as serlou.1 PROPOSED TRAINING CAMP
as The jungle onereo.
mil una
tune It Is for him to solve. In ad- lition to looking for a new home In
8.000 FEET ABOVE SEA
his t'topla. he s as busy with half
He cannot fur
i dozen
publishers.

WOMAN ARRESTED
AND JAILED

I

NEWS

OF GENERAL

hi in best.

Perplexities of

MOW

SPORTING

SIiiim.

tJovernor Leslie M. Shaw, as Ills
friends are again calling him, has
set early hours for himself In assuming his duties as president of the
newly organised Carnegie Trust company. He does not delay his arrival
ut his office until near the opening of
banking hours, but appears there
e.nly enough to make the office boy
fully appreciate that he has to keep
his own hours strictly unless he Is
willing to be outdone by the president
of the Institution.
"Mr. President"
has been used by some In addressing
the former governor of Iowa since
the assumption of his new position,
but the suggestion of prophesy con
tained in the phrase offers no Induce
iiient to forego the designation nt
governor, which Is the one that suits

ARE

E

E

1

his neck she marched him ahead of
her for three blocks, when she was

KVENIXO

The Best Line
of flooring, ceiling, wainscoting, partition and other lumber in hard and
soft woods, shingles, lath, etc., Isn't
always that marked at the lowest figures. But when It cornea to counting
up the cost for two or three yaara at
a stretch, we guarantee that you'll
agree with us that ours la the best line
of lumber in thla vicinity.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette

0000000C00
e. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."

.ESTABLISHED

1S7S.

Lm

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Stanle Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

V

M.

9rO99m99 ooooooooooo
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

Fttote

Roofing

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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HARRIMAN

Positive

GREAT
V

NEAR

cold.

.'

York. April 6. In a uuiet way
Arkansas City. Kan.. April 6.
years u With a Hash that light.,
Rubber Strip Around Doors
H. II. Ilarriinan was for
up
the
llsure In New York slate poll whole country side and a dpfeanlng
makes it air tight. Just a few strong
This connection between the report, a huge piece of meteor fell
of the many features of the tics.
and unscrupulous rnllro.id on Hoy Farrell Greene's farm in Hol-to- n
Baldwin Refrigerator uk u powerful
manipulator
ami the affairs of the
township, about 4:.in Wednesday
about the others. It's a ilca- - I people was concealed
as much as pos morning.
The piece of meteor is
ure to Khow them.
sible, but it Is coming to light as on
supposed by some to be a part of the
conof
the "wizard s"
of the results
comet which has been threatening to
W. V. Frutrelle Furniture Co. troversy
put an end to this world for the past
with the president.
Cot, Ccal and 2nd
Pnone 376
Harriman was the silent partner week or so.
of H. 11. Odell, Jr., who succeeded
Mr.Greene was in the city today
Piatt as the boss of the republican and told of being awakened from his
Odell served in con- sliep by a shriek as of a dozen locoyears of service evrr employed on th state machine.
railroad, gress, was governor and chairman of motives whistling. An instant later
Chelugo & Northwestern
He had great there was a flash, brighter than any
signed "pension certificate No. 408." the state committee.
lightning flash, followed by a report
Monday, In the oflloe of President sagacity, and the money and corpora
Hughltt, a tear glistened In his eye. lion Influence given him by Harriman as loud as that of a cannon. Hush
out. but
"I'd ruther (To ahead and stay in enabled him to .w Ing the state. Thl. Ing to the door, he lookedHash
made
the harness." he said, with a smilo gave Harriman decisive power with the darkness follow ing the
to
distinguish
Impossible for him
'that Indicated a sort of sadness. regard to legislation likely to affect Itobjects
soon
time.
As
some
little
for
"This means that I am through work. his interests.
he could dress, he made further
lug forever, and I like to work."
His hold on odell was demonstrate as
Ills first thought was
"You've done enough work for two ed In the senatorial contest of 1901.1 examination.
that lightning had struck his house,
men.
You have earned h rest," said
Mack" nsMma'tor" to Vuc- - V.1
an ottlclnl standing near by.
Frank
"I will be mighty restless. I'.ut 1 reed Depew.
At he las r omen .
further nves'tlBi,t,M1 ,u, foum,
going
to keen busy for a
certainly am
IIITT
HIVl-IRUI'l't'I
neighbors were doing the same thing,
while," and the old conductor's face le(ie
Odell explained They bad all been awakened by the
and was elected.
beamed with a smile. "I'm going to his change of front by saying that he
busy
play an April fool Joke on myself by had changed to Depew at the request Hash and the report and were
explanation of It.
going visiting."
dear looking for an
a "very dear friend."
That
of
Ho Harney Cavanaugh.
Greene found the huge piece of
who was
was afterwards admitted to be
placed on the pension list of the rail-- i friend
rock lying about sixty rods south of
Harriman.
his house and partially buried in the
road for which he has worked 45
The situation, therefore, presented ground.
consecutive years, started on a plea- Odell
governstute
of
in
the
control
sure trip the first one in his busy life. ment and Harriman in control of
He has not had time to Investigate
I have friends from .Maine to Cal-- .
the rock thoroughly, hut thinks that
ifornla," continued Mr. Cuvauuugh. Odell.
He
it will weigh about three tons.
pleasant and broke off several pieces of the rock
So complete and
"The first ones 1 will visit live in
exAlabama. I expect to go visiting for profitable had been Harriman's
and was exhibiting them in the city
perience as the "man higher up" in today.
about a year."
stute politics that he decided to sit in
All tif those to whom these pieces
the national game. His aims and ex- were
C1LVPEL OAK ON WIIKKLK
claim they never saw any
his own let- rock shown
COMPLETED AT PULLMAN. perience are set forth in by
of a like formation. The aeroHoosevelt lite has
Chicago, April 6. A JO.OOtt Ko- - ter and the one written
been
the principal subject of
man Catholic chapel on wheels, the on that subject.
discussion in liolton township today
New

I
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Depevv

of heat and

Rest
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the Walls.
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Senator, and Rock Weighing Three .Tons
Then Yearned for Na- Fell Within Fifty Feet of
tlonal Control.
Farmer's House.

Made

Dead Air "Spaces in

Ur--

is

CAREER

KNAP SAYS THAT
STOCK JOBBERY
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For Summer Comfort?

'

IT'S HERE GALORE.!
We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Summer Suits at - - $12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing- or
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we cannot show in a style to please you. Come,. see.
-

Washington

M.Fine Clothing
MAN
and Furnishings.

Fashioned Apparel

I":

VOIT.-1- I

I

Railroad Jobbery Makes Discontent Among Diligent
Laborers.

Are You on the Lookoif

Ml

i

IS LOTTERY

THI WAIHINOTON

OO.

Elks' Opera House

Ilittrn by a Spider.
Through blood poisoning caused by
bite, John Washington, of
llosquevllle, Tex., would have lost his
leg, which became a mass of running
sores, had he not been persuaded to
try liucklin'a Arnica Salve. Ha writes:
"Tho first application relieved, and
four boxes healed all the fores'
Heals every sore. 25c at all drug-

a spider

1

i

(lly Martin A. Knapp.)
and
luiditlon to uniformity
equality of charges which would re- ul frnm eovernment ownership the
n.iv.r.tpa ..f that nollcv claim other
advantages which deserve consideration. One Is the security of capital
whiefa would be invested In the obligations issued to purchase the roads.
There is something to be said in
favor of a national debt when the
debtor
creditors are citizens of the promise
its
state and the holders of currency
iste aay. As the basis of
sue, as an investment for savings
banks, trust companies, estates and
the large class of persons who are not
fitted for active employment, there
better than
is apparently nothing
government bonds. Indeed, it Is difficult to provide a substitute security
far these various and important purposes and others of similar character.
1u

newest device in evangelism, became
Harriman also used his political
a fact when the Pullman Car com pull In his effort to get control of
pany recently completed a chapel car $4H0,0U0,UU0 assets of the Equitable
and turned it over to the Roman Life Insurance society.
He enlisted
society, Odell and others to assist him in the
Catholic Church Extension
now in session here.
It is a gilt scheme to have Jas. H. Hyde, presifrom Ambrose Petry, of New York. dent and owner of a controlling part
appointed
of the company's stock,
The church on wheels has all the
of a private car, and in uddition ambassador to France.
With Hyde
chapel with out of the way jttirriman was to be
there Is a decorated
stained glass windows and an altar in the big man In the affairs of the so-

The car will be used in visiting re
mote parts of the southwest
and
northwest which have no Catholic
churches.
The car will not
the
United States.
WAGF. IMFFF.HKNCKS IN UTAH
WILL 11K AIMUSTKI).
Salt Lake City, Utah, April 6. As
a result of conferences between of
ficials of the Utah Light & Railway
Co.. controlled by E. H. Harriman, It
is believed that a strike of the men

c'

SUr'o?

2iT
the
men, 25 cents for
hour for llrst-yemen, 27
second, third and fourth-yea- r
cents for five-yemen and 27, 4 cents
."VlZia"',..Th.0 ,?nly Vui"1 ut
iwuc is i itA8 hi iiuii u i iiu union.
f!uy Parker, who recently completed his apprenticeship as machinist In the Topeka machine shops, has
been sent to Pittsburg, where le will
inspect tho axles of the new engines
which are being constructed for tho
Santa Fe at the Baldwin Locomotive
works in that city.
The Santa Fe company has recently placed an order for
n
new
locomotives for freight service, supplementing the order for twenty-fiv- e
passenger
new
type
locomotives,
which it is expected will be placed in
service next month.

rtm;,
."',

1

If the railroads were

taa L earned enought to pay the
on their cost, provide for their
ruaning expenses, maintenance, extension and improvements, with rates
at least eU.illy low as would be secured under private ownership, the
ebllg&tloiis incurred In acquiring the

Dr. Shoop's

SHHlncnlitr Operatic
Comedy

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Hones and Muls Bought and Ex
changed.

The Elk's Tooth

ruary

BEST TOVjRNOUTS IN THE GITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

tes-

&X?Wzr

-

One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
stops lxaks. Lasts Five Years.

KILL the COUCH
CURE

AND

WtMabe.

KEITH'S
KONQUEROR

'

SHOES
FOR MEN
for 'hey give frtrilf m to all the toes
"tie trial
and litter tire the feet.
proves th.s.
This Uour Stag Oxford, a gun metal button, single so'e, military heel. A
model and one aoproveU by good dressers everywhere. Price, $4. '1 ry a pair.
Preston B. Ktlth Shoe Co., Makr-s- , Brockton, Mats.

Restorative

LD

WILLIAM CHAPLIN

lu witness whereof I have hereunto
wl my hand and caused to be afllxed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

FRANK McKEE,

Mayor.

Attent:
HARRY F. LEE.
City Clerk.
(SEAL.)
First publication April 3, 1907.
"Preventics" will promptly check a
cobl or the (Jrlppe when taken early
or at the "sneeze stage." Preventics
cure seated colds as well. Preventics
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
l)i. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
nail you samples and a book on
colds free, if you will write him. The
samples prove their merit. Check
early colds with Preventics and stop
pneumonia. Sold in lu and 25c boxes by ull druggists.

frtea
$1.00

ONSUMPTION

forC

60c

OUGHSatvl

Free Trial.

OLDS

Bureat and Quickest Cure for aUl
THROAT and LUNG TfiOUB.
LE3, or MONEY SACS.

MUTT'S

PENNYROYAL

PILLS

They orereome WenSne.. Si
lardy snu omlnnlnni.liMiraiM
iim
and baiiiKb "imina t iwiasnat.
Ii.m." tliej am
Lire
l irlrta
womanhfMHl. ajwtg Aav
vtlopinrnt or orrana .ail ayaj. 9as
known
for whrmi qtaai
thMn. Cannot lo haraa Htm fcav
eomrs a lileruuir.. Sat
M' mnll.
ainltl rT d
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.
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MF0RMS TO THE
FOOT SHAPE

Indigestion;

properties, whether in the form of
bands or guaranteed stock,
would
aneet an increasing demand ami prove
(Stomach trnubln it but a symptom of. and not
a safe and stable foundation for our
Inltrtclf m true itisase. We tliink of I'yspepsia,
naancial system.
Heartburn,
and litdiffefttion us rvul ibsem, yet
But more than this, the elimination
are symptom only 01 a curiam speciue
of railway securities as they now exist tnty
Herve ic knes iioiliimr eiso.
would, it is claimed, produce much
It wai this (art that tint correctly ld T)r. Bhoop
ia direct benefit. These securities are In the creation of that now Tery popular Stomach
Remedy
(ioing direct
lr. 8hoop's Rastoroiive.
at present among the principal sub- to the stomach
alone brought that success
ject of speculation. The prices at and fayor to lir.nerves,
Ills IC ttoraiive. Withwhich they are sold constantly fluctu- out thai orif inalKhoopand
and hiehly vital principle, 110
ate, and often represent
something such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
quite different from the actual value
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness. td
try l'r. Snoop's
ec earning capacity of the roads. The breath and sallow complexion,
Tablets or Liquid and see for your,
gambling Instinct is stimulated by Restorative
ran and will do.
elf
it
sell aud cheerwhat
sudden and extreme changes in quota- fully recommend
tions, with the consequent opportunity
to make large gains quickly, while
the, corresponding losses are equally
sudden and disastrous. To get rid of
all aaanipulutlon to withdraw these
from the exchanges and stop
M 'peculation in railwuy shares would
aeeaa to be a distinct advance In the
direction of business morulty. When
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
fort anew could not longer be made by
denting in this class of stocks, the
capital and ability now devoted to
that pursuit would be turned into
more legitimate channels.
It might
prove un object lesson of immense
We
valae.
scarcely realize the demoralizing effect of this many-side- d
lottery. The fact that fortunes are
atckly acquired In this way excites H
toe passion for guln and breeds
with the plodding methods of U
law accumulation by diligent labor
stad constant economy. The moralist,
a well as the economist, may find
something worthy of reflection in the
H
puiat here suggested.

cat

r,

fifty-seve-

Chairman Interstate Commerce

The

ii

The Isle of Mystery
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F
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ar

HON. MARTIN A. KNAPP.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

and the people are considerably
wrought up over It. They are speculating as to what would have happened had the meteor landed upon any
Or
of their houses.
Mr. Greene said that it was close
enough to his house to suit him. and
he Is very thankful that It did not
wobble In its course and land on
either his house or barn. He believes
a
that it is part of the comet whlrh
ciety.
His ubition was defeated both broke loose from the parent body and
By
Given
space
by the refusal of Roosevelt to ap- was chasing around through
of by Itself.
point Hyde and the purchase
l.CMlgo
No. 401, H. P.
Mr. Greene Is president
of the O. Albuquerque
Hyde's stock by Thos. F. ltyan.
K.
society,
fit
will
and
American Curio
once mail pieces of his meteor to all
a
NOTICK lt)U PUBLICATION.
He figures that It is
T i t ii t in r i
aat m
I n n I the members.
rnflliAlntnt1m
:
: "v V, i,l Ir-- -- ?. i his property, being on his land, and Rfl
ofiniHO 111 IliO HSCt
hll
WU
I 6UUI6 III
IIIU
UHOI
he holds the opinion that the law of UU
10X7
possession works in this case.
" L".
i
f,
, "
Cure, 1 of RlKMimnilsnt.
. oir fji u.
Cos- leu inn.'."'"
lu mane iinai ntc- ins
fi.
Vvi Ian rw svf t Mi n t t r tttrn Magnificent Scenery, Beautiful
i
111
support o! ins cmi . . Tenn lind rheumatism in his left
eai
Electrical Effect.
Novel
tunics,
arm.
seemed to have
made February 12, 1902, for the S gone outTheof strength
the muscles so that 11
i NV V section 28, township 6 N, was useless for work," he says. "I
SI. 00
V, and that said proof will
5
Pain lialm and Tickets
!
efore
arm
in n.innel at night,
ELECTION".
OF
SPECIAL
NOTICE
?: (;?urt Cpmmlwloner. at Sun Rafael. and to my relief I found thnt the nnln
N. M., on May 8. 1907.
gradually left me and tho strength lly Authority of the City Council of
He names the following witnesses to
In three weeks the rheu-prov- e
tho City of Albuquerque, N. M.
his continuous residence upon, matlsm had disappeared and has not
cuiuvitlon of, the land, viz. : since returned."
If troubled with
Notice Is hereby given that nn elecCharles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan rheumatism try a few applications of tion
will be held lu the city of Albujose m. uaco, an 01 i.aguna, pa Halm. You are certain to be querque,
New Mexico, on Saturday,
N. M.
pleased with the relief which It af May 4, 1907, between tho hours of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
fords. For sale by all druggists.
9 o'clock a. 111. and 6 o'clock p. in.,
Register,
of
said day, at the following voting
have
DRY
aon's
Our ROUGH
work
We do it right, ItOCflH DRY. Im- to be washed over. Imperial Laun- places: Ward City Hall.
First
perial Laundry Co.
dry Co.
Second
Ward Ufllce of Chas.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Ofllce of E. H. nun-bacorner of Third street and Hold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
it. Craig, justice of the peace, South
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand 030,000) Hollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
:
t tt.
l'"ii't try to
y shoes that fit
building, will be submitted to the
it's a process
make your feet fit the
qualified voters of said city, who are
"birh entails present and future buttering.
the owners of real or personal propurta .) bujing
hoot comfort is
erty, Bubject to taxation, within thij
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex-

white marble.
The chapel Itself is
sixty feet long and will scat sixty-fiv- e
persons. An organ has been

ar

':

April 8 and 9

gists.

$200 REWARD,

Is offered for th capture of
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of
detto Berardlnelll. Crime waa
mltted In Albuquerque Monday,

j

will be

,,J

Monday and Tuesday

.

j
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PACE

CITY, KAN.

Best Food Preserver.
FSf't

CITTZEN.

HISlHUGEMETEOR DESCENDS

BEGAN

Circulation

tut

EVEXrXQ

Room

Automatlo Phone 4IL
10, N. T. Armljo BuIlOlm

A. E. WALKER,
IN9URANCB

rrmirt--

8ccrctarj Mutual Bulletin;
tlon. Office at 217 West

r

OUlt WORK AND THE BILL
will stand comparison with the best
of 'nn, The work is as near perfection us humans can attain the price
therefor as cheap as anybody should
expect. We do all kinds of sanitary
plumbing and gas fitting, and charge
you not Immoderately.
Let us estimate on your next necessity In our
line.

JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN,
RALPH DUNBAR.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
...The...

"SHORT

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado,

Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
the

&

DENVER

RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Lull valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as

to

rates,

train service, descriptive literature
address.
S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger at Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

avenue.

W. E.

AmtaaaVa

lUlkMi

MAUGEB

WOOL

with Raube and Mauser
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TOTI A OR A PI
Dealers In Groceries, Provision, Baft
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines IJqvac
and Cigar. Place your order fast
this line with us.
NORTH THIHD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Marcot
of Fresh and 8aM Hm
Steam Sausage Facaorji.
EMIL KIJEN WORT
Masonic Building, North Third Btra

All Kind

7.

A. SLEYSTEB

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
NOTART PUBLIC,
Room 12 and 14 CromweH
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 1I(.

fttk.

Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and tret It back W4ne4as.
Imperial Laundry Co.

'
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nt

n
u

OI.I fOMU'CTOR Ol'ITS
WIT 1 PENSION.
Chicago. April fi. When Harney
Cavanaugh. the oldest conductor in
1

diking

THIS MONTH.
Now is the time to get the
rheumatic poisons and foul
acids from the blood and system, states an eminent authority, who says that rheumatism
and kidney trouble are caused
by the blood, which often becomes sour from excessive acids
and also tells what to do to
make it pure and healthy.
let from any good prescripone-haounce
tion pharmacy
Fluid Extract Dandelion one
ounce Compound Syrup Sarsa-parillMix by shaking in a
bottle and take a teaspoonful
after meals and at bedtime.
Just try this simple blood
cleanser und tonic at the first
sign of rla uniatUtn, or if yoifr
back uehes or you feel that the
kidneys are not acting right.
Any one can easily prepare this
mixture at home.
lf
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its Location

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITT. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK a. i GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY: THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
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TO BELEN, N, M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and rmprovement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

BECKER,

Pres

WM. M. 6ERGER,

A

xC

Railway Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AXI WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
WITH MORTGAGE
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

8

S

Sec'y
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PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALL

WITH

provement Co.
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PERSONAL
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It.
liitts. town clerk of Silver
spcndlcg the day in the city.
City.
Horn, yesterday, to Mr. mid Mrs.
K. Mah.irain. of West lt.illroad avenue, a boy.
Mr. ii nd Mrs II. I.. Kerr, prominent people of llemlng. arc guests of
N.
Is

F7T,
There is no bettor thlim to make Kline satisfactory than fit.
Artistic tailor niiiy uxe the same material as his artless competitor, but the results are very different.
(rood material Is necessary .o make icom! yhues. lull Kl"ilnes' in
this rase needs lit to (five It a chance to thow itself.
We snhl it before, and we keep mi saying It. that our shoes
Try
cost.
excel In tit any shoes mude, regardless of what th
them; they will please you.
high-tone-

i 'nlo.,
April 6. llenerally
tonight and Sunday, except shownorth portion tonight; cooler
extreme southeast tonight.

Denver,
Tali

I

A

thek eorecast.
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nml Oxford- Women's Shoes and Ox fonts
tlilldrrn's Shoos and Oxfords

Mens Sh.-

S.

0

l.S

BRICHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

$2.23 to SI 00
to 5.00
1.00 to 2.50

K-

for

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Fackages, J5c and 36c per lb.
lb. tins. 46c.

1

.

Una, 86c.

12-lb-

.tins. $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
b.

bucket,

Golden Oate coffee- - lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

premium,

with

1109.

1-

2-

Something

unique
Bulk coffee, 10c to 40c.

a

can.

1
GEO. W. TIICKOX

T. T. MATXAUD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
TUE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

HARDWARE

CO.

Tinners

W R, R. Ave.j

32

ST.

SECOND

Alaska Refrigerators

ST

Our
Line of

1

Savin
Ice Pads

White

Relrig-Brato- rs

V.'K'uf

m mJ. fill
:
II' 'I

Ice"

I

Cream
Freezers

is the
most

complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

nunmmm
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THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Oil mends. Watckfrs, Jewelry. Cst dim. Clocks.
year trad
a4 guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

HlWerwsre

AVE
We

lnlte

High street.
Forty students from the Agricul
tural colleges of the middle west will
nld In tho campaign for the eradica
tion of contagions diseases among cattle and sheep which has recently been
Inaugurated Ijy the t'nlted States government and the New Mexico Sheep
Sanitary hoard These win serve during the spring ami summer months
nil with their aid It Is expected that
the dlfhVult problem of cleaning
the range will he successfully met.
The supervision of the work for New
Mexico and Arizona has been entrust
ed t Dr. Martin lines, to whom the
Indents will report at an early date.
f the forty men who have received
ppointmeivts to the worK, seventeen
ome from the Kansas City veterinary
ollege and twenty are from the
colleges at Ames. Iowa, and
Dr. lines has his
Manhattan, Kin
headquarters In tile Occidental build
ing in this lit
As hot a lire as one might wish to
see caused the tire whistle to blow
t two different hours today.
It was
noihlng else Hi. in a seething mass of
brimstone. No damage resulted, however, us U was confined In the firebox
under the boiler at the water station.
At the first screech of the whistle
on both occasions the hearts of the
lire laddies nt the lire department
limped to their throats and the fire
horses threw a lit. Nor was Chief
Iturtless easllv quieted after each oc- ignoramus" and
usioii. "The dub.
Ike" were not the terms he used
in speaking of the men blowing the
whistle. A new whistle Is being put
in at the water plant, unit the men
over there were "only trying" It.
liiomas F. Meyers and Miss Nina
M. Harrow, both of this city, were
married April 4th by Justice of the
'eace McClell.ui at the home of Mrs.
McFarland, 1K0 North Second street.
When the couple return from their
honeymoon tliey wit', go to house- Miss 'Harrow
keeping in this city.
Is un artist of much talent.
For sev
eral days she was employed at (I.
W. Shook & Co.'s store, on West (Sold
ivenue. and while there her work at
tracted much attention.
Passengers on the California limit
ed are now permitted to enter the
museum department of the Alvarado
urio store, which hitherto has been
kept closed to all but a select few.
Manager Sweltzer says that he makes
the new ruling because the limited
s running so light at present that the
clerks In the store are able to see
to the museum as well as the sales
lepartment.
About slxtv farmers met In the
court room of the Hernallllo county
court house this ufternoon and or
ganlzed a farmers' Institute. Pro'.
Tlnsley, of the Agricultural & Me
addressed th
chanic Arts college,
meeting, speaking of the benetlts that
might be derived by such an organi
zation, assisted in the final organiza

Albuquerque friends.
The Juvenile minstrels drew another large audience to the i;is' opera
house again this afternoon.
K.
Kosh, representing the lllm
water Development company, transacted business ill the city yesterday.
from
M. It. Fuller Is in the city
transacting
business
Mountainalr,
with Albuquerque wholesale mer
chants.
Mr. ami Mrs. Frank Delaney, of
the (tarda block, are entertaining
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Agan. of
liutte, Mont.
Hon. 1.. J. llubbell. the Indian
trader, left lust night for his store at
(ianado, Arlu.. after a pleasant visit
In the city with his family.
Mrs. Duncan ISrown. of Mexico City,
arrived In the city this morning to
visit her daughter, Mrs. It. F.
of 4 10 South Seventh street.
Mrs. N'orman Kemmerer Is enjoying a visit frum Miss Mar I'.'sman.
of (Jreensboro,
Miss Klsman
Ia.
expects to remain several months.
I.. W. (ialles, the life
Insurance
agent, has returned from a business
trip to Iis Cruces and other live
towns of Southern New Mexico.
OHicers and members of company
X. M X. (J., will report promptly
.
at 1 p. m. Sunday, ut the armory, for
battalion parade and inspection. 11.
Uuppe, captain.
Here Is Hoy Curium's record In the
second game he played with the Pueblo Steelwcirkers: At lint tirst. three
times up; runs 1, hits 1, put outs
assists J. errors 1.
Hon. P.. T Hncu. speaker of the
house ol the late legislative assembly,
came down from Santa Fe on the lim
ited today, and will remain In the me
tropolic several days.
M. XV Flournoy lias returned from
California, where he and Mrs. Flournoy went a few weeks ago to visit
Mrs. Flournoy re- their daughter.
niulued in California.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Gregory Page, of Oal
lup, who have been In this city the
past week, attendant upon the trial of
the former, will leave tonlgh for their
home at the Carbon City.
It. C. Harlow, who lias been In Al
buquerque for a short time, has sign
Vau
et a contract with Flurry Jtros. songs.
devile Co.. singing illustrated
He will Join the company the latter
part ,of next week.
Professor Miller, of the Albuquer
que high school, left last night for
Mesilla Park, X. M., where he w
spend a couple of days a cuest of the
New. Mexico Agricultural
and Me
chanic Arts college.
Tonight, 8 o'clock, on the corner of
Kali road avenue and Second street
the American Lumber Company band
will give a free open air concert. The
program will consist of llagged Hug
Time" tunes.
Professor J. I). Tlnsley of the Agricultural college, arrived from t..e
south this morning and this after
noon addressed a meeting of Bernalillo county fanners at the Commercial
Club building.
Theodore Hillltigsley, a inotorman
who Is employed by the Traction company, was taken sick with malarial
fever Thursday. His condition Is cril
leal today, and he may be taken to
St. Joseph s hospital.
(tilhert Hosenwald, of the K. llos
enwald store, of l.as Vegas, fell from
a platform in the rear of the store
Thursday and broke a bone In his
left foot.
Tho accident will conllne
him to his home for several weeks
El Paso has a base ball team with
the following line up: Andreas. Keat
ing and Powell, pitchers; John An
dreas, catcher; Infield yet to be
named. Harry Jacoby, Harry Spring- and Uodfrey, out field. J. r . Jacoby
manager.
Miss Funnle Hennett went to Helen
last night to be the guest of friends
for a week or ten days. Miss Bennett
has Just recovered from a severe 111
ness with rheumatism, which will be
learned by her many friends with
pleasure.
It Is reported that C. C. Webb,
traveling auditor for the Santa Fe In
New Mexico, will be transferred to
some other district lu the near future,
Mr. and Mrs. Webb will leave Ainu
querque for Topeka the early part of
next week.
The ever popular American Lumber
Company band Is drawing thousands
of music-lover- s
to their Sunday con
certs at the Casino. The band is in
better shape than ever and next Sun
day an especially attractive program
will be offered.
The crowd of people that gathered
on the streets this noon In response
to a fire alarm seemed disappointed
when it was ascertained that tho fire
was In the furnaces of the gas com
pony and the whistle, which has Just
been repaired, was only being tried
out.
Hecause of the fact that a brother
cannot reach this city before, the re
mains of Mrs. Crabtree, of this city
w ill not be interred
until Thursday of
1 he brother Is lu
next week.
New
During the Intervening time
York.
the remains will be at the Strong un
dertaking parlors, w here friends may
rail to view them. The funeral ser
Asp-lun-

The

finest production of the best Hat
Makers of this country is the Stetson
Special Derby for 1907.
We received
it by express so it's late right up to the

minute. All the newest novelties in
soft hats are on display.

1

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Keep busy until you
find the

Star Furniture Co.

,

loot.

C. NIRISKN

2

Wt Gold

A

AvntiB

COAL

Genuine American block,
er
ton
H.60
$8.50
Cenillos Lump
S8..10
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .ami .furnace
S9.50
sizes
Clean Gas Coke
SS.00

WW

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

. .

.$2.29

Be a credit to the
town in which you
live. We'll show
you the clothes that
Hart,
will do it.
Schaffner & Marx
clothes, all wool, fit,
tailoring. Price right

W. H. HAHN &CO.

$18 to $28

Both Phones.
DON'T FOROET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
FOR
YOUR
8UNDAY DINNER.
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
CENTS.

Plenty of other good
suits at

YOURS
FOR
THE
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

A VEX

$10 to $16.50

mm

HAVE YOlIt PHOTO TAKF.V
STAMP nCTl ltlOS 2 CENTS
PKK DOZEN' AND VP. KODAK FINISHING A SPECIALTY. PHOTO PILLOW' COVEltS OX JAPANESE SILK.
Ol'll WOKK IS Ol lt GUARANTEE.
STAKIt KTIDIO, 210 WEST GOLD

Let Us Show You

Copyright 1007 by

NOW.

Hart SchaifiicT ttf Marx

IE.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

POOHLY' COOKED

MEALS A HE
NEITHER
SOU
E.IOVAULE
WHOLESOME. THEREFORE GO
COLI-M1H.TO THE
HOTEL.

gt
$m ux
P? mjMa xMu lzzs
115-11- 7

S3B

r
lsi

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Copptr Ave., Tel. 74

Nardware

i

Rflerclhiainilts

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
HARNESS
SADDLERY

1

Mr. I). H. Davis, a former sales
man in J. A. Alahniieys emporium,
and Miss D. Kstella Wdlklns, formerly
proprietress of the American Cafe.
were married last week, and are now
spending their honeymoon among the
tlowers and Joys of beautiful Califor
nia, says the Deming (Jraphie.
11. K. Adams left this morning with i
the body of Mrs. Adams for their old
home In Gas City, Ind., where the re
mains will bo hurled.
Women's boudoir slippers, soft kid
d
uppers, light,
soles, no
heels, light' silk tassel' on vamp;
dainty, light comfortable;
red or
black; price, 11.25. C. Mays Shoe
Store. 314 West Railroad avenue.

AGENTS rOR

Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements
McCormick Mowers and Repairs

-

-

Winona Wagons

hand-turne-

WMBTMIEY COIIV31PAMY g

LADIES, ATTENTION!
direct from
Mr. Joseph Morelll,
New York city, has ar&lved here and
will hereafter be employed in my
Mr. Morelll is an ex
tailor shop.
pert on LADIES' TAILOR MADI:
SUITS. Suits of any style and de
scription made to order at reason
able prices, and perfect satisfaction
guaranteed. Also men s suits mad
Cleaning, pressing and re
to order.
pairing neatly done.
A. J. MORELLI,
lOil N. First St
o

IK IUM.S
II V E Tit AGAINST

Ill ititEi.i.

I". A.

The late grand Jury, acting under
a recent court decision which places
a different Interpretation upon the
law in the case, has taken steps to
bring into court for adjustment, the
question of the expenditure of certain
school moneys by former school- - su
perintendent of this county. F. A,
llubbell. The amounts involved are
not large averaging from 11.50 to
$300. These funds were paid out by
Mr. llubbell, according to the inter
pretation of the law, at that time,
which it Is now declared was errone
ous. Attorneys Chllders and Dobsnn
will represent the defendant.
The
hearing has not been set.

vor never tire of a reai
LV GOOD THING; THAT'S WHY

Wholesale Distributors

6

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

0

Harvesting Machinery

0

Not Made by the Trust

O

43 Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
O
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

0O
0
O
0

FULLY WARRANTED

Write For Prices

mouth rirt mtrt
nr.North
if j,do tie,
I, 403.
rirmt Btroot

Albuquerque, Neu Mexico

:

Till'. SMK l'F.OPI.i: GO HACK
TO Till: (Oil MIU S HOTIX. DAY
you it we
day.
aiti:k
Ni:vi;il TltlKD TilifKM. STAHT TO.
MOKKOW.
Till V AMI. I; IIWK

3C

1Z

t IIK KKN DI'MPI.INGS.

1 1 A RN I XS
I NTEKN ATI OX AL
SOAP KEE1S HARNESS Clj:.N
lll.ACK, solT AND Oil. I.D.
E. W. EKE.
00 J S. SIX OND ST.

NOTICE.
All persons having any bills
ol aims against the late Rev. J. W.
McNeil, will please present the same
to the undersigned.
C. D. GOFF.

STETSON IR.R

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the WeM.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies haa been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Ita just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
la owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

V. MADDISOX.

K.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offleo

Transactions

I

Cuarantooo

8

Ainu,

Whether
At Home
Or Abroad

Household Goods

I

tery.

iiiiAV.

When You Want to Buy,
Sell, Rent or Exchange

tion.
The remains of 10. Meliiian, who U2
died at Uoldtield, New, will arrive In
this city tonight on No. 8. The body
will be taken to Strong s chapel, w here
funeral services will be held at 2:30
afternoon.
Inter
o'clock Monday
ment will be made in Fairview ceme

THOS.

SPECIAL

svn

CI1IZEN.

Ices win ho held Thursday afternoon
nt 2:30 at the late home, 227 North

LOCAL AND
1

EVEJUKO

ROSENFIEIO'S,

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical

in-

strument that needs repairs?
Bring it or ship it to
Learnard & Lindemann
Largest music dealers In the southwest who have engaged the services of

H. K Spencer
expert
STROBK

Tuiiiris .m, Itcflnlshii.g

J00

Al.lli

Address Home Office,

repairman, formerly of the
Ft
FACTORY, Chicago. 111.

on

W.

GOLD

RQI E.

a

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

AVE.

NEW WMEXICO

ic

0
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o
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